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PREFACE
In this thesis experiments are described which were 

carried out by the author between October 1954 and April 1958 
in the Department of Natural Philosophy at Glasgow University*

Initially this work was directed towards obtaining 
more information about the symmetry properties of light nuclei* 
but later the point of emphasis shifted to the study of nuclear 
reaction mechanises and* of course* to the compatability of the 
various nuclear models with the measured reaction parameters*

Part I consists of a survey of previous techniques 
used and results obtained in nuclear reaction studies* The 
various theories of nuclear interactions and of nuclear struc
ture are also discussed* The material presented is drawn from 
the literature of nuclear physics.

In Part II* 1 an investigation of the 277 kev* reson
ance for proton capture in is described* This reaction was 
chosen in order to illustrate nuclear reaction processes in a 
region of well separated nuclear levels and in order to demon
strate the applicability of the recently developed theory of 
angular distributions and correlations in obtaining informa
tion about such levels. The results presented eure original 
and the experimental work and the analysis were carried out by 
the author.

In the latter sections of Part II studies of (d*p) 
reactions are reported* A series of measurements of the angular 
distributions of the proton groups in B^^(d,p)B^^ had been 
previously made by Dr. W* M* Deuchars and Dr. K. A. Wallace.



An improved apparatus was developed and used by Dr* Wallace 
and the author to obtain more accurate distributions and to 
extend their measurement to lower energy groups in a region 
of deuteron energy of special interest* The method of 
analysis used by Dr. Deuchars was applied by Dr. Wallace to 
the new results. The measurements of the angular distribu
tions in the Mg^^(d,p)Mg^^ reaction and their analysis in 
terms of a modified stripping theory suggested by Dr. A. H* 

deDorde were carried out by Dr. Wallace and the author* A 
latter analysis by the author of one of t\ ese distributions 
in terms of the strong coulomb stripping theory of Martirosyan 
and of Biedenharn et al* is also reported.

In Part III studies of particle emission in the 
continuum region are described. The experimental method used 
in the measurement of the (n,p) spectra dnd interpretation of 
the results are original* This is the first systematic attempt 
to obtain the variation of the absolute value and shape of the 
cross section for proton emission as a function of proton 
energy over a range of closely spaced nuclei and at different 
neutrons bombarding energies* The work described in this 
part was performed by Dr. A. Ward, Mr* W. Jack and the author, 
the author taking a major responsibility for the experimental 
work and the analysis of the results.

New measurements of the decay of fluorescence in 
CsI(TI) are described in Part IV* This work establishes a 
definite variation in the lifetime for different ionizing



particles and provides quantitative measures of this effect 
at room temperature* Various explanations end applications 
of this effect are discussed* The author took a full share 
of the responsibility for this work which was carried out 
in co-operation with Dr. Ward and Hr* Jack*

In Part V the general implications of the work 
presented in this thesis are isoussed and further experi
ments which the author believes will enlarge and advance our 
understanding of this field are outlined*

In the appendices a detailed analysis of geometrical 
factors in the (n,p) apparatus, and a method of preparing thin 
plastic scintillators are described* This work was carried 
out by the author and is original. Although Lagiss (1956) 
published essentially the same technique for preparing thin 
plastic scintillators, the author*s work on this was com
pleted early in 1955*
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PART I A REVIEW OF LOW ENERGY NUCLEAR REACTIONS
I. 1 INTRODUCTION
(a) Historical Aspects

The study of the nucleus as a distinct entity began in 
1911 when, in order to explain Geiger and Marsden^s measurement» 
of the angxTar distributions of alpha particles scattered by 
gold and platinum, Lord Rutherford suggested that all of the 
positive charge and almost all of the mass of an atom were 
concentrated in a central region or nucleus about 10*^^ cm* in 
diameter, Since the mass snd charge of nuclei were closely 
integral multiples of the mass and charge of the hydrogen 
nucleus or proton, a rucleus was at first tl.'ought to consist 
of protons in sufficient number to account for its atomic 
number A and of electrons added to reduce its net positive 
charge to the proper value 2e, However, in bombarding light 
elements with alpha particles Chadwick discovered the neutron, 
another particle with about the came mass as the proton but 
with no charge* Since then (1932) it has been found necessary 
to modify our original pictui*e of the nucleus and replace the 
electrons and the proton surplus to the positive charge 
requirement by N (= A - S) neutrons*

In recent years much effort has been expended in the 
measurement and explanation of the detailed properties of 
the nucleus* The dominant source of information has remained 
the study of the interactions occurring when two muclei come 
into close proximity. Usually a beam of light nuclei with



high velocities are directed into a target consisting of heavier 
nuclei at rest. The projectiles used are often nucleons; that is,
protons or neutrons because their basic nature renders interpreta
tion more definite. However, the next simplest nucleus, the 
deuteron, has attracted recent interest because of the manner in 
which the loose bond between its constituent proton and neutron 
is broken in an interaction at the nuclear surface* The alpha 
particle, e very strongly bound group of two protons and two 
neutrons, hso also been widely used principally because of its 
availability* Monoener;5etic sources of alpha particles were 
available before Rutherford's nuclear hypothesis, while similar 
sources of the other charged particles and neutrons awaited the 
construction by Cockcroft and /alton pui by Var̂  de Graaff, in the 
early thirtys, of the first two of a lo^g and continuing
series of particle accelerators*

In some senses the problem of nuclear physics is the 
problem of the description cf the mutual forces between nucleons. 
Some information about the interaction of tvro nucleons can be 
obtained by bombarding hydrogen with protons or neutrons at 
various energies. However, because of the complexity of the 
forces involved, the incomplete data available, the possibility 
of many body forces, and the computational difficulties 
associated with the many body problems, much of the theoretical 
effort to describe the heavier nuclei in the past has gone into 
the study of models in terms of macroscopic parameters in analogy 
with the useful description of matter in terms of a few thermo
dynamic variables rather than of the set of co-ordinates of 
position and



motion of the constituent atoms* Assuming such a model, reaction 
studies require an inquiry into the possibility of an approximate 
description of the motion of a particular individual nucleon with 
respect to the rest* Alternatively, such motion might be described 
as a free orbit in a potential well associated with the whole 
nucleus (independent particle model) or as highly correlated 
due to strong interaction with the imme;lately adjacent nucleons 
(Bohr ccnr;oiind nucleus model;* Unfortunately, the most recent 
experiments suggest that, although for certain excitation energies 
and ranges of atomic number accurate explanations are possible in 
terms of these limiting models, the situation is in general 
intermediate*

Recently Druechncr and collaborators have started a 
series of investigations into the relations connecting the 
commonly used parameters of heavy nuclei with those of the two 
nucleon interaction with the object of ensuring consistency 
between measurements in these two fields*
(b) liindamerital Aspects

From the discussion of the previous section it is 
obvious that the systems of interest consist of groups of 
nucleons whose members are sufficiently close to each other 
to interact* Perhaps the most important property of such groups 

is their stability or time rate of change due to particles or 
electromagnetic quanta entering or leaving them* We will 
consider first the ground or minimum energy states of naturally 
occurring nuclei which eure, with a few exceptions, completely



stable. Application of the appropriate boundary conditions to 
the Schrodinger equation results in an eigenvalue equation for 
the wave function of the nucleus, each solution of which 
describes a state with a definite and discrete value of the 
total energy, the total angular momentum and the parity, and 
possibly other "constants of the motion" depending on the 
nuclear model used in the interpretation# These quantities 
rather than the explicit ?/ave function itself constitute the 
physically measurable parameters of the system#

As the probabilities for emisuion or absorption 
become appreciable this type of description continues to apply, 
but the total energy la no longer precisely discrete .and acquires 
an uncertainty or total width T  which, according to the Heisenberg 
uncertainty relation, equals h/*T where T  is the average time 
before a transition occurs in such a system. Since P* is pro
portional to the probability for emission it may be split into 
partial widths or probabilities for emissions of a particular 
type (r = lUy + + Pp — -)• In general, the average level
width will increase with the total energy available; that is, 
with the increasing instability of the system* Since, as we 
shall see later, the level spacing decreases with increasing 
energy the levels eventually overlap and a continuum is reached#
The level spacing and hence the energy at which the continuum 
begins will depend on the atomic number,being many Mev* above 
the ground state for very light nuclei and only a few Mev. for 
the heavy nuclei.

As T  approaches a quantity of the order of



magnitude of the transit time of the group by a nucleon 
(about 10*^^ sec.) or equivalently as P  approaches E which it 
will as E becomes largo or N * 2 diverges appreciably from its 
value on the stability line, a description in terms of the above 
framework loses its value and one must consider nuclear reactions 
as such.

A nuclear reaction may be said to occur when a stable 
group of particles a changes into a second stable group b with 
different descriptive parameters in the same reference frame* 
Because of experimental limitations,usually this can occur only 
when two particles come together initially and accordingly a 
nuclear reaction nay be represented the form (a + a)->B + Z 
where A and B customarily denote the heaviest particles in each 
group. In the special case uhere only the momentum vectors of a 
and A change the process is spoken of as an elastic scattering*
The total energy and momentum of the group is conserved during 
a transition* There is also evidence for other independent 
invariant parameters especially in certain types of transition*

Again the most important characteristic of a nuclear 
reaction is the time taken for it to occur and reactions may be 
divided into those which are single transitions or direct processes 
with B and the b^ being produced from a and A during and those 
in which a and A combine to form a well defined but unstable 
nucleus 0 (which is accordingly called the compound nucleus) 
and which after a relatively much greater time breaks up to give 

B and the b^ in one or more random decay transitions. There is



o*

experimental evidence that both types of processes are observed,
their relative contributions depending on the particular nuclei
and energies Involved. In high energy processes some of the b^
may result from a direct effect and some will be emitted only
after many transitions have occurred*

»
The measurements of tho cross sections, angular 

distributions, and excitation functions for nuclear reactions 
may be interpreted to yield information about the detailed 
reaction mechanism and about the energy levels of the residual 
nucleus B and the compound nucleus C (if there is one)* If the 
particle or quanta groups corresponduig to discrete levels ere 
resolved by the detecting device, information mry he obtained 
about these particular levels; e.g. energz^ orin, and parity and 
about tho individual innate transition probabilities or reduced 
widths. If, on the other hand, there is a continuum of levels or 
if the levels are expeiimentally unresolved, information is 
obtained about average characteristics such as level density or 
transition probability per unit energy interval.

In the subsequent review sections some of the ideas
introduced above will be expanded, but the discussion will be
restricted to that which is relevant to the experimental material
presented by the author. This material has, of course, been
treated in various degrees of detail and from various points of
view in many previous worka. Among the more general works the

1949
author has found useful are those of Bethe,1937> Fermi, Blatt and

J952
Weisskopf. The relevant sections of the recently published 
Handbuch der Physik (ed. by S. Flugge) appear to be comprehensive



7#
and its detailed set of references cover most of the important 
contributions in this branch of physics*
I. 2 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

Nuclear reaction experiments are restricted to tho 
measurement of the number and the polarization of emitted
particles (or quanta) as a function of bombarding particle 
energy (excitation function) or of emitted particle energy 
(spectrum) or of emitted particle angle with respect to the 
bombarding particle or another emitted particle (angular 
distributions aoi correlations). If the absolute flux of 
bombarding emitted particles is measured and if the thickness 
of the target is known then any of the above yields may be trans
formed into the corresponding cross sections per atom of the 
target isotope which is an absolute measurement* The magnitudes
obtained for these quantities and their Interpretation will be 
discussed in sections I. 3 â id I* 4 and the techniques for their 
measurement In the present section*

ÏÏG will consider the excitation function first since, 
unlike the other measurements, the problem is primarily one of 
a source of bombarding particles of a specified energy* The
usefulness of a particular source depends on the range of
energies available, the accuracy to which the average particle
energy at a particular setting is known and stable, and the
degree to which the beam is monoenergetic* The requirements are
most stringent for measurements in the discrete energy level 
range and it is found that the Cockcroft Y/alton and Van de Graaff 
accelerators are most satisfactory*

Although neutrons of energies greater than 1 Mev.
are available from a number of sources only those produced in



e *

a thin target bombarded with charged particles from an electro
static accelerator are sufficiently homogeneous for accurate 
excitation function studies* The reactions commonly used for 
this purpose are*

D + D —  ̂ Ee^ + n + 3*28 Mev#
p + T —  ̂ He^ + n — 0*764 Mev*
D + T c i + n  + 17.6 kev*
p + Li*̂  — ^ Ea*̂  + n -* 1*647 Mev*

^Monochromatic neutrons with energies in the range 6 - 1 2  Mev.
are not readily available because of the lack of & suitable
reaction aî d their use will await the operation of the tandem
van de Graaffs now under construction*

A charged particle is detected by means of the 
photohs, ions or chemical changes produced along its path
as it slowc d o ™  due to interactions with the surrounding 
matter* ietection is more indirect for other types of nuclear
radiations, an initial interaction being required in which 
a charged particle of appreciable energy is produced* A 
gamma ray may lose all its energy to an electron (photoelectric 
effect) or be scattered by an electron (compton effect) or 
change into an electron and a positron when passing through a 
perturbing field (pair effect)* A neutron is detected by 
observing scattered nuclei (usually protons) or the products 
emitted following its absorption in a nucleus.

In addition to detecting a particle it may be necessary 
to know as much as possible about its nature, energy, direction 
and spin orientation* In a particular experiment some informa
tion will be available from previous measurements or may be 
inferred from the conservation laws or the specific details
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such as bombarding energy, geometry, etc., but it may be
necessary to make definite measurements to supplement these. 
Depending on the nature of the detector such quantities as the
range (absorbers, photographic emulsions, cloud and bubble 
chambers), the total light output (scintillating material) or 
the number of ions produced (ionization chamber, proportional 
counter) can be measured if the particle is absorbed. If 
the detector is thin, the particle passes through with a 
relatively small loss of energy and corresponding quantities 
such as the cnergj- loss or number cf developed emulsion grains 
per unit length are obtained. Alternatively the deflection of 
the particle on passing through a known magnetic or electric 
field may be 3.ensured. The energy of the particle can be 
derived from a cu?ntit£tive mf&sure^ent of any of these 
quantities 11 its naturo io eud ino required calibra
tions have been .:ade. Two different tppes of measurements on 
the some particle usually determine its nature unambiguously.
The average spin orientation of a beam of particles is more
difficult to obtain and requires measurement of an angular
distribution after a spin dependent interaction has occurred.

Coincidence techniques are required for angular
correlations and multiple element spectrometers, and have
also been used to measure the lifetimes of seme nuclear states.
The minimum coincidence time that has so far been achieved is 

-10about 10 sec.
Since nuclear disintegrations are random, measure

ments of yields, cross sections, lifetimes, etc. will have 
statistical fluctuations and the magnitudes obtained will



10.
have a relative uncertainty or standard deviation of
where N is the number of events recorded. Because of this 
the efficiency of a particular design or type of apparatus 
is important because it determines the time required for a 
given accuracy and this time must be minimized to avoid 
changes due to lack of stability in the apparatus, particu

larly in the gain and bias of electronic units.
Tor measurements whore a spectrum with considerable 

structure is involved ragnetic deflection systems may be 
designed, to give results v.ith ver^ high accuracy and resolution, 
but this is obtained at the expense of efficiency s,nd in angular 
distribution devices such as that of Buechner et al the apparatus 
becomes very hoowy expensive, hegnctic deflection of mono-
energetic bombarding particle beams to separate- particles of a 
different nature is a commonly used technique.

Nuclear emulsions have been much used in reaction 
studies, particularly those of an initial nature. They are 
economical in machine running time and convenient to position 
with respect to the target, but it ie difficult to obtain 
adequate statistical accuracy due to the time spent analyzing 
each event and it is difficult to study tho effects of modifying 
the apparatus and shielding. The same re-marks apply to cloud 
Slid bubble chambers except that they are not as convenient for 
use in the reaction apparatus*

Since the electrical pulse output from scintillation 
counters and gas filled counting tubes enables an event to be 
recorded very soon after its occurrence and thus make coincidence



11*
techniques and high statistical accuracy possible, these are 
the most widely used of all types of detectors* Scintillators 
have tended to supplant gas tubes recently because they are 
more convenient to use because the pulee rise time is usually 
much smaller enabling the use of smaller coincidence time, and 
because their much higher density results in a much better 
efficiency and totol ab&orption particularly for high energy 
particles and rays* Since the measurement of the light
output is alec a statistical procesc the resolution depending 
on the number of chotoelcctrons produced in the cathode of the 
associated photorvltiplier 2hc(Ag) might be expected to be 
the best scintillator since it has tho highest light output* 
However, the resolution alee depends on uniform light collec
tion which in turn requires the use of a single crystal detec
tor* Since it ie very difficult to grow single crystals of 
appreciable size in ZnS(Ag),lGl(ïl) and recently Csl(ïl) have 
been used instead* The latter does not require a Protective 
barrier against water vapour and hence is preferable for 
detecting short range particles* Its higher density and 
average atomic number nay also nake it more desirable for 
gamma ray studies than hal(Tl). Their short fluorescent 
decay times and hydrogen content make organic scintillators 
valuable in some applications* Anthracene has the highest 
light output but liquid and plastic scintillators are more 
frequently used because they are cheaper and more readily 
obtained in any size or shape*



12.
Gamma ray and neutron spectrometers are usually either 

of the single detector total absorption or multiple detector 
telescope types. To get appreciable total absorption and 
minimum edge effects a very large scintillator is used. It 
may be surrounded by an anti-coincidence shield to remove 
edge effects completely and to reduce the background. In this 
type both the efficiency and the degree of total absorption 
(or the shape of the contribution to the pulse height spec
trum from a noxooriergetio source) will vary fairly rapidly 
with oTK-rgy# This is particularly so for gamre rays where 
the magnitude of the contributions from the photo, Compton, 
and pair effects change rapidly. As well as the total 
absorption peak there will be two others below it at high 
energies (due to the eecape of one or both of the positron 
annihilation gamma rays associated with the pair process) and 
a broad distribution at low energies due to the escape of the 
Compton gamma ray. Since these contributions also vary with 
the size and shape of scintillators, standard shapes must be 
obtained for each crystal for a range of monoenergetic sources 
for use in analyzing complex spectra. Despite their cost five 
inch Nal(Tl) crystals are increasingly used because of the 
high percentage of total absorption pulses obtained.

Unlike the total absorption type in which ohly a 
single quantity, the sum of the light outputs from many 
charged particles, is measured the telescope type measures in 
as much detail as possible the energies and directions of the



12,
particles proceeding from the first collision. Since it ia 
found that the resolution is poor end the gamma rny background 
high in liquid or plastic scintillators of sufficient size to 
totally absorb neutrons the telescope is usually used for 
neutron spectra despite its very low efficiency*

In accurate nuclear reaction rreasurementa corrections 
must be mace for absorption in vacuum chamber walls, light 
reflectors, air etc., for finite instrumental resolution in 
energy or angle, for background (or random coincidence contri
butions; ai-.d for the effects of electronic dead time. These 
corrections and other details of the apparatus etc* are dis
cussed in the ; ore coü prebonsive works such as that edited by 
Hegrc (1953; on general experimental methods and that edited by 
Beigbahn (1955) on gauima ray techniques* Nuclear detectors 
have been revie&ed b;, Sharpe (1955) and the associated pulse 
circuitry by Elmore and Sands (1949)* Extensive compilations 
of data on the energy degradation and absorption of radiations 
in matter are necessary for the design of apparatus end the 
correction end analysis of measurements. Tho^e of Allison and 
ïvershaw (1955) and Rich and Madey (1954) for charged particles 

were found most useful by the author. The gamma ray absorption 
coefficient graphs of Heitler (1944) have been reproduced and 
extended in many places in the literature*



14.
I. 3 REACTIONS INTOLVTNG TRANSITIONS BETWEM DISCRETE 

ElTERGl LEVELS IN I.KHiT LUCLEI 
The methods by which the cross sections ere measured 

as functions of the variables of the reactions have been dis
cussed in the previous section and their analysis will now be 
considered, in Section I. 3la) the application of the well 
known tvro stage reaction process with an intermediate com%)Ound 
nucleus and of angular correlation analysis to yield nuclear 
level parameters and transition probabilities will be discussed. 
Although the emphasis is naturally placed on the description of 
the gamxa rays cf I reton capture, particle emission will also 
be considered because of the author's interest in the possibility 
of the (d, t) reaction 2̂6 e compound nucleus process* In Section 
I. 3(b) the emphasis will shift from the evaluation of nuclear 
structure and will centre on the description of the complex 
reaction process which occurs when a low energy deuteron inter
acts with a nucleus.
(a) The evaluation of the characteristics of nuclear
states and the (n, Y; reaction

If it is assumed that the region, where the level 
width r is much less than the level spacing D, is being 
considered, then the excitation function (after correction 
for beam inhonegeneity aid target thickness) will exhibit 
well separated peaks, each of which nay be fitted by

«^(p* Y ) » 7T (2$ + 1) e  ̂ *̂-0 Hr_______
+ (r/2)

and the values of the P ’s and (the resonance energy
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corresponding to the energy of particular nuclear state in 
the intermediate compound nucleus} extracted* This formula 
ie due to Breit and IVigner (1956) and g « (2 l) / Cv2j..̂   ̂l)

(Zj ̂  + 1V] ie the probability o£ forming a co . pouud nucleus 
with spin from tv/o randomly oriented initial nuclei with 
spins j- and The total width P is easily obtained since,
from the for;r.r.la, it is just the full width of the peak 
measured at half ir-axinuir: height. If the err.ipsion of gamma rays 
and protons iü energetically possible then P  = ( + P^)

(photou oud pmrticlo enin&ion compete end P^ in smaller 
because bho coi.pliiij bebv/ccn the char;re listi LI i.:ticn aind the 
electromagnetic field is small) and T^^is proportional to 
the or e ; i nd (; ?' the re re r. p n c o Cirve* 11 1 e f r e c- ii e u 11 y o b t r, ir 9 d 
by using n "thick target" (one in which the proton energy 
loss is much yrectcr than P  ) in which case the yield of 
gamma rays per i^rctcn ie Y » 2 it X P ^ / €- where ^ is the 
proton energy loss per target nucleus*

According to the theory the external energy dependent 
factors may be removed from a partial width for particle

2emission by dividing it by 2kVĝ  to obtain a reduced width T # 
k is the wave number of the emitted particle and Vĵ  « 
where H is the nuclear radius end and 0^ are the regular 
and special irregular solutions of the radial wave equation 
for a particle in a Coulomb field* The magnitude of the ampli
tude of the reduced width depends on the phase relations between
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the contributions to the total internal wave function at the

2nuclear surface. If these are nearly random, T will be much 
smaller than the value for a single particle in a
potential well. On the other hand values higher than 
indicate in phase contributions ana hence collective motion 
of the nucleons.

The probabilities for gamma ray transitions are 
discussed in detail by Blatt and V/eisokopf (1952$ Chap. Xll).
It is shown that because of the weak coupling an adequate
explanation can be obtained by using only the classical
radiation field emitted by a charge distribution with suitable 
variations in space and time. For the independent particle 
model the probability of decay by emission of electric radiation 
of multipole order L is

TstL) = 4,4(^+ I),,,   i - L - f  i S ^i. &.5.5...(2L+ ly ' (U + 5j (197 Mev. j

3c(K in 10"13 10^1 sec."^

and by emission of magnetic radiation ie

Tjj(L) = 0.45 (Rin cm.)"2
The experimental evidence has been collected by Wilkinson 
(1956) and put in the form of the ratio lM(ĵ )l ̂  of the 
measured T's to the independent particle T's. Extensive 
data is available only for 11,1̂ (l)l^ and (l)l^ which 
have values extending from 10**̂  to somewhat greater than 
one with (l)|^ tending to be the larger. The explanation
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of the wide variation ia a^ain in terms of the degree of
correlation of nuclear motion. Lane and collaborators (Lane
and Radicati, 1954* Lane and Wilkinson, 1955) have discussed

2 12the values of Y and J.M1 in terms of the type of nucleon
coupling and the concept of parentage of nuclear states.

When a reaction occurs the vector sum of the angular
momenta both spin and orbital of the initial particles or quanta
must bo the same as that of the final particles. Similarly
the product of the parities of the wave functions describing
the separated particles after the collision must be the same as
that before the collision. If an intermediate compound nuclear
state occurs then the sum and product must give the intrinsic
angular momentum and parity of this state. The restrictions
on the various nuclear parameters which result from these
conservation laws are called selection rules. Their form is
fairly obvious but two examples will be given to show the effect
of the angular momentum of a particle JJ. and of a photon L on
the parity. If we consider the formation of a compound nucleus
with spin from a particle with spin j and a target nucleus V a
with spin then | + S (if the channel spin
S a + j^) and 'TĈ  = (-1)®*. Similarly for the decay of
C into and a photon the selection rules are —

L ̂  + jg, and 'iX̂  = (-1)^ for electric transitions and
•7̂ 0 = (-l)^ ^  ̂for magnetic transitions. Similar
equations may be written for the components of the angular 
momentum vectors in a particular direction.
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Since monopole radiation (L =0) is not possible 

gamma ray emission between 3q “ 3qi “ 0 is forbidden# Postu
lation of a chai'ge independent interaction leads to conservation
of the total isotopic spin T and its 2 component = K - ZZ 2
and consequently further selection rules# Comparison may often 
be made between actual measurements and those to be expected 
from the conservation of L and S the total orbital and intrinsic 
angular momenta, and of the total angular momentum j of each 
nucleon separately and as a result the nucleon coupling may be 
said to be LS, jj, or intermediate*

It has been seen that for electromagnetic transitions 
the probability decreases rapidly with increasing L« In a 
similar manner at the bombarding energies considered here the 
impact parameters b = JtX will become greater than the nuclear 
radius as J. increases and the partial cross section for 
absorption of particles of angular momentum % will accordingly 
diminish rapidly# For these reasons the contribution from 
single particular JJ and L values will tend to dominate the 
reaction to a very considerable extent#

The interpretation of measurements of the angular 
changes in the number of particles or gamma rays emitted in 
transitions which lead to discrete states is in terms of the 
theory of angular correlations# The correlation functions in 
the general case will be very complicated since provision is 
made for the possibility of external perturbing fields and of 
polarization phenomena# Fortunately, the precession times due
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to magnetic coupling with the electronic structure are much 
longer (about 10~^ sec.) than the lifetimes (about 10*^^ sec.) 
of the compound nuclei of interest here* Polarization effects 
are not usually observed because special techniques are 
required to produce polarized incident particle beams (see 
e.g. Zavoiskii, 1957) oriented target nuclei (see e.g. Blin- 
Stoyle, 1955) and polarization sensitive detectors (see e.g. 
French and Newton, 1952# Hughes and Grant, 1954# Heusinkveld 
and Freier, 1952). The cause and magnitude of polarization 
of particles and quanta produced in nuclear reactions is 
discussed by Blin*8koyle (1951)» Simon and Welton (1955)# 
Hamilton (l948) and Biedenharn and Hose (1955)*

If the angular aonentum vector diagram is rigid, i.e. 
it consists of only three non-zero vectors, then a specified 
set of vectors will have a unique angular distribution 
associated with it. That ia^if o' (G; is expanded in terns 
of powers or Legendre functions of cos @ then the set of 
coefficients of these functions will be precisely determined.
If on the other hand a given resultant vector must be obtained 
by combining more than two given angular momentum vectors, the 
diagram loses its rigidity and more than one configuration 
will be possible. The Legendre coefficients are then only 
specified within certain limits and a further quantity (e.g. 
a channel spin mixing parameter) must be specified to fix 
the distribution uniquely. comparing measured distributions
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with those calculated for certain values of L and the 
various spins and parities, and taking account of the selection 
rules, Intensity limitations for different JJ. and L, and known 
spins and parities of nuclei taking part in the reaction, the 
previously unknown value of the spin or parity of some particular 
nuclear state can he determined at least within certain limits. 
However, parities cannot he ohtainea from gamma ray angular 
distributions because of the different selection rules for 
electric and magnetic transitions and a polarization measure
ment is therefore required for this purpose# The values of 
reaction mechanism parameters may also be determined and compared 
with those predicted under special assumptions.

The angular distributions and correlations have been 
worked out in detail for the processes 

A + a - ^ C —>B + b̂  
and A + a —^ C —^B + b^ — > B + b^ + b^

(see for example Devons and Goldforb 1957)* The coefficients 
of the Legendre polynomials are essentially expressed as 
products of coefficients (Wigner coefficients) for the angular 
momentum transformations at each stage. However, tedious 
summations over the magnetic quantum numbers are required 
and to avoid this Blatt and Biedenharn (1952) have worked out 
expressions in terms of Eacah coefficients* The system and 

tables of Sharpe et al (1955) have been found to be very 
convenient and are accordingly used in the analyses presented 
subsequently in this thesis.
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Despite the elaborate formulation of the angular 

distributions they have some rather simple properties if the 
incident beam is not polarized. These include symmetry about 
the incident particle direction, isotropy if the incident or 
emitted waves are spherical (j. » o) or if the (3^)2; equally 
probable (j = 0 or Variation of the distribution with
incident particle energy or contributions asymmetric about 90^ 
indicate interference between overlapping resonances and in the 
second event resonarxces of different parity* The order k of a 
Legendre polynomial appearing in a reaction is limited e#g* fn. 
a (p, Y ) reaction by the formula 
max, (g, - L - L^, - j^,) ̂  k ^  min* L + L^,

^ the primes indicating a possible interfering
, . transition,(see Sharpe et al, 1955)#

It has been previously seen how the transition
parameters Y  and T„ „ (l ) are related to nucleon motionor ib
and similar relations for the parameters of a nuclear state 
will now be discussed. In order to obtain theoretical pre
dictions for the values of these quantities the nature of 
nuclear forces must be specified in a quantitative manner.
Since these are not directly measurable but rather obtained 
through the interpretation of two body and nuclear state data 
simple assumptions must be made and revised after comparison 
with experiment. The first approximation is that the force 
should be described by a potential function ^b^re
is the separation of two nucleons (i.e. a two body, velocity
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independant central force). The elementary properties of a
nucleus require that the force between two nucleons should be
attractive, short range and show saturation. To obtain the
last quality, forces of an exchange character are usually
asauned. The simplest postulate is to restrict mutual
attraction to particles which can exchange their position
without altering the wave function (space exchange forces),

1 3However, the existence of 8 * S splitting and of a non-zero 
electric quadrupole moment in the deutron shows that more 
complex forces of a spin exchange and spin-orbit nature are 
required for a complete description. The predictions of 
nuclear structure arising from these successive approximations 
have been worked out by Tîigner and Feenberg and collaborators 
(see e,g. Wigner and Feenberg, I94I, Feenberg and Phillips,
1957).

The existence of particularly stable configurations
and of similar changes in other nuclear properties for particular
numbers of neutrons or protons have lead to the postulation of
various shell models. The basic idea is one of a few free

%nucleons moving in^comraon potential about an inert core. The 
single particle model of Lîayer 1949 and of Haxel^Jensen and 
SuesQ 1949 was the first successful model of this type, A 
strong spin orbit interaction was postulated but the core 
included, all the paired nucleons and had zero spin like an even- 
even nucleus* The total orbital angular momentum of the final 
nucleon accounted for the observed ground state spin in almost
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all odd A cases and the magnetic and electric quadrupole 
moments were also adequately predicted# Since observed energy 
level spacings are much less than predicted single particle 
spacings, detailed agreement with nuclear spectra can only be 
obtained if some of the degeneracies in this extreme model are 
removed, e*g* by allowing all particles outside the closed 
shells to have equivalent single particle orbits# The agreement 
becomes more satisfactory but the calculations are difficult 
and even in light nuclei are usually restricted to the lowest 
energy configuration e.g. to 4» A = 0 nucleons and A - 4#
5. 3 1 nucleons for 5"< A^l6# For certain nuclei it is possible 
to make calculations for other excited configurations (see 
e.g# Halbert and French, 1957 for A » 15)# Hidway between 
closed shells configuration mixing becomes important# The 
usual type involves interactions between the loose particles 
or excitation of individual particles in the core and is 
almost impossible to estimate quantitatively# A second type 
involving coherent mixing results in a collective excitation 
of the core# Bohr and Mottleson (1953) have successfully 
used a model based on this type of motion to explain r.iany 
nuclear measurements*
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(b) Deuteron Interactions
Because the neutron and proton are very loosely 

hound in the deuteron (€^ =» 2*226 0*003 Mev*), and the
average separation distance [ = h (n^ 6^)"^ « 2*18 x 10*^^ cm*] 
is somewhat greater than the range of nuclear forces, the 
deuteron is expected to have a high probability of breaking 
up when it comes into the vicinity of the nucleus usually 
with the absorption of one of the constituent nucleons*
This process is commonly known as stripping (Berber 1947).
Since the process was first postulated by Oppenheimer and 
Phillips (1935) many theoretical investigations have been 
made* These have dealt with the magnitude of this process 
and with the angular distribution of the emitted particles 
and the variation of these quantities over a wide range of 
deuteron energies and target nuclei* A comprehensive 
description of this material and adequate references are 
available (huby 1953) and only those aspects of the theory 
which apply to light nuclei and low energy douterons will 
be discussed here*

Bethe (1937# 1938) discusses the relative contri
butions of deuteron capture an j stripping in light nuclei 
on the basis that the neutron has to overcome the dissociation 
energy G  ̂  of the deuteron to enter the nucleus alone while 
the deuteron has to overcome the potential barrier£- Therefore, 
stripping is expected to predominate if 6^* More detailed
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considerations give equal contributions if € /B « 0#6

wKich
or B 3 5.7 Mev.^if r^ = 1*4 % 10 cm* is the barrier for 
2 ~10. Higher kinetic energy helps the deuteron to over
come the barrier but oes not effect dissociation* This 
suggests that capture becomes relatively small as 2 and 
increase, but the magnitude of these contributions in a 
particular case will depend very strongly on the actual 
resonances available in the compound nucleus*

In 1950 Burrows et al first measured angular 
distributions of resolved proton groups using 8 kev* 
douterons* These :istributions were similar to those 
previously measured for unresolved protons using higher 
energy douterons; that is, they were in agreement with 
Berber's idea (Berber 1947) that in stripping the proton 
retained for the most part its share of the vector 
momentum of the deuteron and hence had a high probability 
of being emitted into a forward cone* However, there was 
one significant difference in that Berber's distributions 
always have a maximum at 0^ in contrast to one of the 
Burrows measurements which had a minimum* Theories which 
explained this difference and which described fairly 
successfully more recent experiments of the same type were 
put forward by Butler (1950# 1951) and by Bhatia et al
(1952). These are quite different in form, but are similar 
in content, and yield similar distributions* Unlike an exact
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theory both require specification of a radius at which 
the deuteron dissociation is said to occur, and when this 
is used OS an adjustable parameter in fitting experimental 
results, the value obtained for the Hiatia formula exceeds 
that for the Butler formula (which is in close agreement 
with the usual nuclear radius) by about 10~^^ cm. Since 
the Bhatia formula is easier to apply and interpret, it 
will be discussed here and used in the subsequent analyses. 
The differential cross section is given as

c^(e) = 7T(K.) Z) P, L, (k)
Since the vector momentum of the proton is the resultant
of the internal momentum of the proton in the deuteron

plus one half the deuteron translational momentum, and
the angle between these is the distribution angle 6, a
particular is required for a particular distribution
angle and TT(K^} is the probability for this is

c
the probability for nucleon capture and is proportional to
a reduced width Y^. L_ (k) is the probability density

c
that a nucleon c of linear momentum tîk will arrive at the
nuclear surface with an angular momentum L. (k)

c
will be a maximum at a particular angle specified ly 
applying the classical formula kR a 1^. In Fig. 1,1
typical predicted variations with © of TT(k^) and (k)

0
are shown. It is seen that the TT(K^) variation ii
essentially that of Serber while the I»̂  variation enabled

c
Butler and Bhatia et al to explain distributions obtained 
when Iq T^Q. Comparison of the measured with these
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2furmulae allow Y and 1^ to be obtained and application of 

selection rules allows the parity and limits on the spin 
of the final nucleus to be determined. Further informa
tion about the spin can be obtained if necessary through 
the study of the angular correlations of the proton and 
a subsequent gamma ray emitted in the de-excitation of 
the nucleus formed by neutron capture, (e#g, see 
Batchelor and Spiers, 1952)

Wallace (1957) has made a survey of the manner 
in which about one hundred experimental distributions 
for deuteron energies 3 to 20 I-Iev. agreed with stripping 
theory. In about 50/̂  of these the agreement was good.
In another 20% the agreement remained good if it was 
assumed permissible to subtract an isotropic baclcground 
before comparison. In about 20% agreement was poor and 
in 10% impossible, Most of these results can be explained 
in ter: 8 of break-down of the three major assumptions made*
(l) that there is no contribution from the usual compound 
nucleus process; (2) that the presence of Coulomb effects 
does not influence the angulæ distribution and (3) that 
the effect of interactions between the particles before 
or after the actual deuteron dissociation is negligible. 
Many more detailed theories which remove some of the 
deficiencies associated with these assumptions have been 
proposed (e#g, Horowitz and Messiah, 1955; Tobocman and 
Kalos, 1955# Grant, 1954# 1955) but most of these require
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elaborate computations and are therefore not readily tested.
It is usually assumed that the compound nucleus 

contribution, if it occurs, is isotropic and incoherent 
with respect to stripping, and this is the justification 
where an isotropic background is removed. There is, 
however, no general reason ^or incoherence end isotropy 
should only occur by chance or possibly in the continuum 
region* Since the (d,Pf) correlations show symmetry 
about the direction of the captured particle, the magni
tudes of the contributions symmetrical about the deuteron 
direction relative to those about the neutron direction 
indicate the ratio of compound nucleus events to stripping 
events.

An indication of the importance of Coulomb effects
2

is given by Bowcock (1955)* By calculating Y from tho 
high orbital momentum contributions of the deuteron wave, 
which are less subject to Coulomb distortion, he obtained 
a value in agreement with that expected, in contrast to the 
usual discrepancy of at least a factor of two. The same 
idea has been ap lied by deBorde (1955) to the angular 
distributions. Since the Coulomb effect will be greatest 
for the S wave component, the first order correction will 
consist of an S Wave phase shift S • If the S wave and 
original stripping amplitudes are A and E*(ô) then the

. c
modified differential cross section is cf (©) = P(©) + Ae* ̂

= R^(©) + 2A(t(©) sin S + A^, An investigation of the
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of the properties of this function reveals that its maxima
and minima arc simply related to those of the unmodified
stripping function* Despite this, considerable changes in
the shape are possible, particularly if the coefficient
of I is large and negative* Exact theoretical values of
A and 6 are difficult to obtain but the correctness of
this theory may be tested bp comparing the obtained
for different groups from the same nucleus and with the
same entrance channel spin* These should be the same*

Recently Ter-Ilartirosian (l95&) and Biedenharn
et al (1956) have considered stripping with strong Coulomb
effects* Using the same assumptions and expressions
similar to those of Butler the 1% = 0 stripping amplitude
is obtained as an integral over r from R to cO of a function
containing the deuteron and proton wave functions ^

and "\P • Coulomb rather than nlane waves are then inserted ^ P
for ^ and and it is found that on evaluation of the 
integral in a closed form is possible only if the lower 
limit is reduced to zero* In the region of strong ^oulomb 
effects the contributions will be small for r less than R 
anyway, but the resulting value no longer approaches the 
Butler value asymptotically as 2 approaches zero* Bever- 
thelesB, according to Biedenharn it is qualitatively correct 
showing a maximum at zero* Unfortunately, cbeed forms 
are not available for 1^ 0 either and application of
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this treatment to experimental results will be restricted 
by this difficulty except in the region of very strong 
Coulomb effects where the distribution becomes only 
weakly dependent on 1}̂ . The angular distribution obtained 
for 1% = 0 is

I 2^1 -Zp* i 7d> ^  h
where

^  » ^0 B±n^ ©/2 and ^  o » kd
kS + 2 (kp -

and are the wave numbers of the proton and deuteron at
infinity, yp^ and the corresponding Sommerfeld Coulomb
parameters ( 1̂  « = 2m 6.

■“ hv ^

În Tcr-I^artirosian*s paper is the same as Vî  and 
should he 4 V^Ê^~(ËT

( "V2E^ — ■ / +  Q) ̂ — E
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I* 4 REACTIONS IBVOLVIDG TRANSITIONS BETVŒEN U1?RES0LVED 

ENERGY LEVELS IN HEAVY NUCLEI
It has been seen in section 1,1 (b) that as the 

excitation energy E* and the atomic number Z of nuclei increase 
a point is reached where the detector is unable to separate 
contributions from different levels in the nucleus. This is 
at first due to finite detector resolution but eventually the 
levels themselves overlap due to increasing width and density 
and form a continuum, V»hen only two or three levels contribute, 
information about the spin, parity, etc, of these levels may 
be obtained by an extension of the methods discussed in section 
1,3 to include interference terms. However, in the case of 
interest here many levels contribute and tho only possible 
analysis is in terms of statistical averages, i,e, the level 
density as a function of energy, spin, etc,

Bethe (1957) has shown on general thermodynamical
grounds that the level density

-1
t (2 dE*'1®

d.î '
where T is the temperature and S = j dT dE* is the entropy

^ J* T dT
corresponding to E  ̂ Values of 6<J(e ) may be obtained from
high resolution experiments (see for example. Brown and
F.uirhead, 1957) or from application of the statistical formula
to nuclear reaction data (if this is permissable) and used to
obtain explicit information about E*(t ) the equation of state,
for comparison with tho predictions of various nuclear models*
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* 2 7/5E varies aa T for a Fermi gas model and T*' ̂  for a liquid

drop model. Bethe has also demonstrated that COj, the density 
of levels of spin j is approximately equal to (2j + l) 00^* 
Recently Bloch (l954) has discussed a more elaborate formual 
CUj = OOq (2j + l) exp. / 2/x^] where/x. is a
dispersion coefficient and has shown that for a light nucleus 
and j s 3 the second term becomes appreciable at less than 
12 liev. excitation. The level densities derived from experi
mental measurements and their description by the various 
formulae and the modifications required are discussed by Lang 
and Le Oouteur (1954) ^^d by Ilewton (l95^)* According to the 
former, a modified Icrmi gas formula co oC 1 . exp.

with f i-ev. gives a satisfactory fit.
In studies of nuclear reactions, c%(E^, (where

the subscript denotes an emitted particle), is measured and 
will depend on the average probability for a transition to a 
level of the residual nucleus as a function of the energy of 
this level and on the w%y the contributions from the various 
levels and the interference terms between them add together. 
Until recently these quantities were always described in terms 
of the statistical model, a full account of which is given by 
Blatt and V/eisskopf (1952). In brief it is predicted that the 
emission should be isotropic and that the spectrum of emitted 
particles should be specified by a formula obtained by V/eisskopf 
(1937) 01% application of the principal of detailed balance,ie.
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cT (lip

Here CT^(Ep) is the cross section per unit energy interval for
the emission of a particle of mass LI, spin factor g and energy
E , is the total reaction cross section, is the average p r c
cross section for the inverse reaction, and T i s  the lifetime
of the compound nucleus# E^ is the binding energy of the
emitted particle# E^ and E* ~ E* + E^ + E^ are the energies
of the residual and compound nuclei respectively and
and YO (e ) are the corresponding level densities# is always0 0 o
set equal to it 2} (21 + l)l^ where A is the wavelength of 
the emitted particle outside the nucleus and is the barrier 
transmission coefficient# The following assumptions are also 
usually made (l) that 6(j(E*) oc (2) that Ŝ (E*^) = S^(E*) and
(3) that E^«- E* - E^ and result in cT'(e^) e where

/ \ -1T =s /dS^ \ # Thus T is the temperature of the

= E^ - E%
residual nucleus at maximum excitation and not the temperature 
of the compound nucleus#

The following fundamental assumptions have been made

in the original formula (l) that strong nucleon absorption 
with consequent independence of formation and decay occurs 
(back nucleus), (2) that the signs of the reduced width 
amplitudes Y are random, (3) that CO^ = (2j + 1)Gt^ and (4)
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that c/ is independent of the channel spin S and the total

V

Spin j of the system. All of these assumptions are to some 

extent inaccurate# The work of Feshhack* Porter, and IVeisskopf 

(1955# 1954) has shown that moderate nucleon absorption (cloudy 
crystal hall nucleus-/ is necessary in order to explain neutron 
total cross sections. Moderate absorption implies mild correla
tions of the signs of the Y and hence contributions asymétrie 

*
about # It has already been mentioned that the work of
Bloch suggests that (5) is only true as j approaches zero# The 
known existence of spin orbit coupling implies that the trans
mission factors, depend on Ü and j to some extent. Since (5) and
(4) are required for isotropy their breakdown leoiJo to angular 
distributions symmetric about 90^#

The direct effect may be fitted into the above scheme 
in terms of non-random contributions from levels with energies 
much greater or less than the average (Brown, I9SC)# Alternatively 
the low absorption may be said to result in emission after a 
very small number of collisions by the indident particle. The 
question of whether the region in which this process occurs 

includes the whole nuclear volume or is confined to a surface 
layer is of considerable interest and this together with other 
aspects of the direct effect are iscussed by Austern et al
(1953)f Hayakawa et al (1955), Brown et al (1957) end Blton et 
al (1957).

Strong correlations had been considered instead of assumption
(2) but this lead to destructive interference and cross section 
which were much too small (see Newton, 1952).
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The general problem of an adequate descritpion of

reactions in the continuum has been discussed very recently by
Lane and Thomas (1958)*

Experimentally, as theoretically the statistical
model appears to be almost correct* Ghoshal (l95Gv demonstrated
that the proportions of the decay products from Zn^^, produced
either by proton capture in Cu^^ or alpha particle capture in
Hi^^, were approximately the same for the same excitation
energy* It has also been shewn in many experiments (n,p),

1 ’(n,n ),(Y,P ), etc# that cT (E^,©^) can bo described in terms 
of two components# One, which is duo to the compound nucleus; 
process dominates the spec .run at snail values of and has 
the characteristic j.axwellian energy distribution with isotropy 
or near isotropy* The other which makes a major contribution at 
large and forward angles is ascribed to direct processes* 
Although the relative magnitudes of these contributions vary 
considerably with the properties of the particular nuclei 
concerned, the contribution from the latter is usually less 
than 10% of the total cross section.
I, 5 OUTLINE 0̂' ihE P? UJEuTED EEZEARGH

In the preceding sections we have noted two rather 
general facts about the measurements of nuclear reaction 
parameters (l) that these may be interpretea to yield informa
tion about both nuclear states and about detailed reaction 
mechansimo and (2) that the problem of the interpretation of 
these results shows considerable differences depending on
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whether the mechanism is a direct single stage process or a 
multiple stage process with intermediate compound nuclei, 
raid on whether the contributions from the individual nuclear 
states can be resolved or not* *̂ he experimental work pre
sented in this thesis has been selected to illustrate by 
example the various types of problem encountered in the study 
of lev; energy nuclear reactions as far as this was possible 
with the limited time and lesources available to the author in 
hope that thereby insight into the unifying aspects of tran
sitions between nuclear states night be gained.

A (p,Y ) reaction v;as selected for study at the 
beginning ecause the interpretation of the measurements was 
well established (e.g. Devons and dine, 1949)• The angular
distributions of the de-excitation gamma rays from the 7*61 

15liev. level of G were measured because,if the assignment of
spin 5/2 for this level (Bashkin) was correct then the captured
proton was almost certainly p or d wave and in t.at event the

2predicted values of the coefficient of the cos © term were 
sufficiently well separated to allow easy identification of the 
spins of the 5*27, 6.20 and 6.84 Mcv. levels (see iig. II.3).
It seemed desirable, despite the difficulties associated with 
the low yield and nitrogen target preparation, to have this 
information for comparative purposes since, as Halbert and French 
have pointed out, the A = 15 group is one of the few in the p- 
shell region for which the effects of different configurations 
in an independent particle sheel model can be obtained without 
very elaborate calculations.
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It has been seen in section I*3(b) that the stripping

formulae of Butler arid of Bhatia et al are moderately successful
end have been widely tested, particularly at high deuteron
energies* however, in certain reactions and at low deuteron
energies the experimental results are more complex and the
required modifications are of considerable interest. Since
there was lack of agreement in some respects between the various
results which had previously been obtained for the ^^E(d,pT
reaction it seemed desirable to malic further measurements
with greater accuracy in this case, before proceeding to
measure the reaction. These reactions wore
chosen so that both of ti.e two principal modifications could be
studieo. independently. ■‘•hese modifications are due to appreciable

10contributions from the compound nucleus process (for B) and 
to appreciable Coulomb distortions (for

previously (n,p) measurements had been concentrated 
largely on the separation of the contributions from the direct 
and compound nucleus processes and used nuclear emulsion 
techniques to make crude measurements of the angular variations 
of the energy spectra. This method was to a large extent 
successful in its objective but the rate of measurement was 
so low that data was obtained with very limited accuracy 
for only one or perhaps a very small number of isotopes. It 
was decided that, alternatively, a nuclear counter method could 
be developed in which the contribution from the direct effect 
would be very small and which could be used to measure
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evaporation spectra rapidly and with high accuracy* This was 

of considerable interest because it enabled the quantitative 
study of the S'lall variations in the spectra from adjacent 
isotopes due to the local variations in binding energy, even 

or odd numbers of nucleons etc. Since it is also suitable for 

measuring the changes due to different energies of the bom
barding neutron it was decided later to extend the investigation 
accordingly#

Throughout this work the principal object in the 
development of the experimental technique has been the removal 
of backgrounds, clue to interfering radiations, in proton spectra. 
The process for pressing plastic scintillator described in 

Appenc ix B. was developed in order to inahe readily available 
scintillators with minimum thickness for the particle detected 
so that the background ^ue to gamma rays or neutrons would be 

a minimum. This was necessary in orde to make possible the 
measurement of the spectra of low energy protons and alpha 

particles with this scintillator. Since the very heavy 
elements such as lead and bismuth have low (n,p) cross sections 

and easily absorb external background protons the problem of 
obtaining satisfactory resolution from scintillators effectively 

enclosed in these materials was also studied.
V̂hen it became apparent that the Csl(Tl) decay time 

depended on the nature of the incident radiation this 
phenomenon was extensively investigated in the work described
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in the final section of this thesis because, apart from its 
obvious interest from the stand point of understanding pro
cesses in ionic crystals, it offered a new approach to the 
complete removal of interfering types of radiation in a 
manner which had only been possible previously through the 

use of elaborate caid inefficient telescopes.



PART II REACTIONS IHDgCED BY CilARGED PARTICLES IK 
LIGHT fiUCLEI

XX. 1 RADIATIVE TRANSITIONS KiOI,. THE 7.61 IlKV.
LEVEL OF ^ 0

(a) Introduction
Previous measurements of the reaction parameters 

for the formation of the 7»61 Mev* level of ^^0 and for its 
subsequent de-excitation have been summarized by Ajzenberg 
and Lauritsen (1955) and by Bashkin et al (1955)* With the
view of reducing the uncertainty of the spin and parity
assignments of the levels involved in this process, angular 
distributions have been measured for tho 0*77 and 1*41 Mev. 
gamma rays emitted in the first transitions of two of the 
three double cascades which form its accepted discription#
The level energies quoted herein are taken from the Ajzenberg 
(1955) review paper or where possible the recent precise 
measurements by Liarion et al (1955)*
(b) Experimental Arrangement

Resonant capture of 277 Kev. protons in was
15used to produce 0 nuclei in the 7*61 îîev* excited state.

The protons after acceleration by the Glasgow University 
high tension generator were magnetically deflected on to a 
titanium nitride target which had been previously prepared 
by heating titanium foil to incandescence in a natural nitrogen 
atmosphere. Despite the use of a water cooled target holder
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the permissible rate of deterioration of the gold-coloured 
TiN surface layer limited the proton beam current incident 
on this target to about 40 microamps* A sodium iodide 
crystal2 in. long and 1-f- in# diameter mounted on a DuMont 
photomultiplier type 6292 served as the gamma ray detector* 
Because of the low yield of the reaction lead shielding was 
required to reduce the background activity sufficiently to 
make measurements possible* After the compromise necessitated 
by such conflicting requirements, the final design of the 
angular distribution apparatus provided for a measuring range 
of 0 to 90 deg* (with respect to the incident proton direction), 
a detector solid angle of 0.17 steradians, and 1 in. thick 
shielding* The gamma rays entered the scintillator through 

a 4- in# diameter hole in the shield* After amplification the 
spectrum of pulses from the photomultiplier was analyzed and 
displayed in about 80 channels using a Hutchinson and Scarrott
(1951) *kick80rter'#

A second gamma ray detector, similar to the first, 
was placed in the plane of the angular distribution apparatus 
at an angle approximately perpendicular to the proton beam 
and served to monitor the gamma ray output* In practice the 
bias on a discriminator in the pulse output circuit was 
adjusted so that the monitor scaler recorded only pulses 
corresponding to gamma ray energies greater than about 3*3 
Mev# Since the background activity decreases with increasing
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energy until it reaches a small constant value at about 3 
Mev., this procedure enabled the use of the higher energy 
second gamma rays (5*27» 6*20 and 6*84 Mev*) of the three 
cascades for monitoring and reduced the background correc
tions in the monitor count to less than 10 per cent* More
over, the fact that the cutoff was centred in the broad 
valley of the spectrum between the low and high energy groups 
of peaks made the total monitor count much less sensitive to 
small drifts in the gain or bias values*
(c) Angular Distributions

The background activity within the heavily shielded 
scintillator proved to be isotropic within the accuracy of 
the experiment* In addition, a 250 kilovolt, 40 microamp 
beam produced only a very slight increase over the external 
background present with the H*T* set switched off. Because 
of this a standard external background was obtained with 
relatively good statistics, and this, after suitable small 
modifications depending on the beam current and amplification 
used in the particular angular measurement, was subtracted 
from the experimentally observed spectrum to give the spectrum 
due to the resonant capture of 277 Kev, protons in ^̂ 11* A 
typical pair of observed and corrected gamma ray spectra are 
shown in Fig. H.l* Note that the low energy corrected spectrum
is still superimposed on a background due to the higher energy

15second transitions in 0, and that the statistical accuracy
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is not sufficient to separate the 2*34 Mev* gamma ray observed 
by Johnson et aX (1952) from this high energy tail*

Since the area of the photopeak of a single gamma 
ray appears to be less sensitive to errors in background 
removal than the area of the photopeak and Compton spectrum 
combined, the former quantity was used in this experiment for 
angular comparisons* In order to obtain the photopeak area 
for the 1*41 Mev* gamma ray it is necessary to subtract the 
contribution of the high gmma rays and for the 0*77 Mev. 
gamma ray to subtract this last plus the Compton distribution 
of the 1*41 Mev. gamma ray* Since the high energj^ tail is 
fairly closely flat it seemed satisfactory within the 
statistical accuracy of the experiment to remove a constant 
value from the 1*41 Mev* gamma ray equal to the average of 
the 25 channels immediately above it* A similai' procedure 
was followed for the 0*77 Mev. photopeak area* Since measure
ments with relatively good statistics had shown the Compton

22distribution of the Na 1,28 Mev* gamma ray to be flat 
within a few per cent after its initial rise, the average of 
the 7 or 6 channels available in the adjacent flat part of 
the 1*41 Mev* Compton distribution was removed* Straight 
lines representing the average values in the regions of 
averaging and subtraction have been added to Fig* II. 1* It 
should be noted that this procedure will tend to compensate
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somewhat for any errors which may have been made in the sub
traction of the external background* Moreover, since the 
gamma rays are not, in fact, strongly anisotropic and since 
the procedure adopted is reasonably uniform, a small error 
in the background removal process should not appreciably 
distort the angular distributions obtained*

The pulse heights corresponding to the 0*51 i'ev* 
annihilation peak and 1*41 Mev. peak can be used to calculate 
the energy of the third gamma ray peak in Fig* H . 1, since the 
gamma ray energy is proportional to the pulse height for a 
sodium iodide detector* The value obtained in this manner is 
(0*77 2  0*02) Mev* Because of this result the thi?d peak is 
attributed to transitions from the 7*&1 Mev* capture level 
to the 6*84 Mev* level rather than to the weak 6*91 Mev* 
level reported recently by Marion et al (1955)* %o definite
evidence for a gamma ray transition to this latter level has 
been obtained by inspection of any of the spectra measured in 
this experiment or of the spectrum reported by Johnson et al
(1952)* The maximum possible contribution of such a transition 
to the calculated photopeak area for the 0*77 iev* gamma ray 
depends on the exact energy difference, but is probably less 
than ten per cent*

The data for the angular distributions rere obtained 
during a single continuous irradiation and the angles were 
measured in the sequence 90» 60, 30, 0, I5, 45» 75 deg* in
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order to compensate for small long term drifts in the monitor

gain and bias* After analysis of the spectra the resulting

phbtppeak areas were corrected to a constant monitor count and
2plotted as a function of cos 0 in Fig# II# 2# The standard

deviations shown in this figure have been computed from the

statistics of the averaging and subtraction process used on
curve B to obtain the photopeak area* No allowances have
been made for inaccuracy in the removal of the external
background# Also drawn on Fig, II* 2 are two straight lines

2which represent the best fit of the function A + B cos 9 to 
each set of data using the least square method and weighting 
factors proportional to the total monitor count recorded 
during the 20 min* counting period used at each angle* The 
weighting was necessary because appreciable target deteriora
tion occurred during the irradiation* Angular isotropy

22measurements of the apparatus using the Na, 1*28 i.iev# gamma 

ray before the above measurements and the 6*14
lîev* gamma ray after, were analyzed to give respectively 

w(0) =  1 + (0.012 ± 0.039) COS^O 
and T/(©) =  1 + (0.022 +, O.032) coe^©.
The weighted average of these

w(o) =  1 + (0.019 i  0.025) cos^e
was used to correct the distributions of Fig# 2.

Since the target consisted of a 0*020 in# piece of 

titanium backed by a 0*020 in. piece of copper and placed so
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the gamma rays passed through it perpendicularly at the
45 deg# position, the calculated absorption for 0*77 ^ev#
gamma rays was 4«5/̂  at 45 deg# and 6#C^ at 0 and 90 deg#
Accordingly, the effect on the ratio L/A was very small and
no corrections were made for this effect# After correction

2for attenuation of the coefficient of the cos 9 term due 
to finite angular resolution (see Rose, 1953) the final 
distributions were

W(6) = 1 + (Ü.Ü65 2  Û.09) C08^ 0 
for the 0.77 ^ev. gamma ray and

v;(&> = 1 + (.̂ .06 i c . 09) coB^ e
for the 1#41 i ev# gamma ray#

15The contributions from other resonances in 0
and [from (p + Y) have been estimated and
found to be less than 1/c of that due to the 277 kev.
resonance for the )00 kev# proton beam used in these
esperiments#

Previously, five spectra of the higher energy 
second gamma rays (5#27, 6*20 and 6*84 Rev.) in the ^^0 
cascades had been obtained# Two of these were measured 
at an angle of 6^ to the proton beam, two at and one 
at 91^# Accurate decomposition of these spectra into 
contributions from the three individual gamma rays was not 
attempted because target deterioration, and small overall 
gain changes resulted in inadequate resolution and statistics# 
The total numbers of pulses corresponding to photon energy
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loss in the crystal greater than 3»3 ^ev# yield on application 
of the least squares method the angular distribution of the 
group,

w(ô) B 1 + (0,022 ±  0.013) cos 0
The angular efficiency of the apparatus although some
what more uncertain than that described above was probably 
isotropic within five per cent* The resulting final distribu
tion is, therefore

w(e) = 1 + (0.02 +, 0.06) cos^e 
The relative intensities of the gamma rays in this grouped 
distribution may be taken in order of increasing energy as 
15 +. 4/̂ # 60 2  15>'' and 25 i  6ŷ  (Bashkin et al, 1955) since 
the variations caused by detection efficiency and the 3*3 
Mev# cutoff are small compared to the errors in these results* 

The ratio of the intensities of the 0*77 and 1*41 
Mev* gamLia rays at 0^ has been calculated from the coefficients 
of the photopeak area distribution and the photopeak efficiency 
function of the detector* The agreement between the 0*37 which 
wac the result obtained and the value 0*40 2  0*10 quoted by 
Basldiin et al (1955) for the intensity ratio of the 6*04 and 
6,20 Mev* gamma rays supports the double cascades hypothesis 
as the principal de-excitation process for the 7*61 Mev.

level* Only an approximate estimate of the absolute thick 
target yield of the 1*41 Mev. radiation was made and this was 
in satisfactory agreement with the 3*8 1.0 x 10~^^ gamma
rays per proton incident on TIN reported by Bashkin et al (1955)
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for the 6,20 Mev. radiation,
(d) Discussion

Proton capture followed by a radiative transition 
may be described in terns of the following reaction parameters, 
S- the entrance channel spin (S = spin of target nucleus 
spin of proton). Ip » the orbital angular momentum of the 
incident proton, j - the spin of the capture state, and I - 
the spin of the final state. The angulai distributions 
consistent with some of the more probable sets (ip, j, l) of 
values for such parameters in this experiment have been calcu
lated for the lowest order of electromagnetic transition con
sistent with the j and I values using the tables of Sharp et 
al (1953)# The ratios B/a which define these distributions 
arc depicted in Fig. II.5* For some sets of (ip, j, I) more 
than one value of S is possible Eind this results in a con
tinuous range of ratios. The experimental values of b/A 
for the 0,77 and I.4I -̂cv, gamma rays have been added to 
Fig. II. 5 over ranges limited by the standard deviations 
of these results.

The results will now be considered in conjunction 
with some of the earlier experimental evidence. The latter is 
displayed in Table 11,1, The beta decay measurements support 
the assumption that the ground state of ^^0 is - like that

15of IT, The 7*61 Rev. level is assumed, according to Evans 
et al (1953)# to be due to p wave capture and consequently to 
have negative parity and spin values j limited to -J, 3/2 or 5/2*
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Table II.1

Energy
Levels
(Mev,)

(d,n) Measurements 
(Evans et al)
Ip spin parity

Relative Intensities 
of transitions from 
Capture Level 
(Bashkin et al)

7.61 1 5/2 3/2 1/2 -
6,04 0 5/2 1/2 + 0,40
6,20 1 5/2 3/2 1/2 • 1,00
5.27 2 7/2 5/2 3/2 1/2 + 0,25
0,00 1 5/2 3/2 1/2 . 0,05
If the assignment is j = or 3/2» a dipole transition to
ground state is possible, and such a dipole transition, as
Bashkin et al (1955) have shown, would be expected on the
basis of radiative transition probability calculations
(Weisskopf, 1951) to have an intensity many times larger 

■the
than that of 1,41# 6,20 Mev, cascade instead of the observed A
ratio of less than 0,05* The calculated disparity factor 
separating the expected and observed values is of the order 
of 10^, Bashkin et al (1955) have therefore chosen 5/2 as 
the spin of the capture state. If this assignment is 
accepted then inspection of F JI.5 shows that, despite 
the low yield of gamma rays expected, an angular distribution 
measurement should easily determine the spin of the 6,20 and 
6,84 Rev, levels, particularly since I » 7/2 is very improbable 
on the interpretation of the (d,n) measurements and I = ^ is 
also improbable because of radiative transition probability 
considerations. Unfortunately, the measured angular distributions
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are not consistent with any of the lowest order transitions
possible for a j = 5/2 level. In on attempt to retain this
assigLnment mixing of quadrupole terms for transitions to I »
3/2 and I = 5/2 was considered. The required quadrupole
intensities were 5 per cent and 10 per cent of the respective
dipole transitions. Comparison of these values with the
'deisskopl predictions gives a disparity factor of greater
than 10^ if the parity of the 6.20 and 6,84 Rev. levels is

9unrestricted and of the order of 10 if the Evans assignments 
are accepted, Moreover, the calculated distributions of the 
corresponding second gamma rays (6.20 and 6,34 J-ov,) have 
s/a ratios of - 0,33 or + C.4I whereas the angular- distribu
tion of the high energy group : casured as part of this experi
ment and the comparison of peak heights made by Bashkin et al 
(1955) tend to favour quite small values of B/A.

On the basis of this evidence the capture state 
seems to be more probably of spin ^ or 3/2 than of spin 5/2, 
For the former values of j, the disagreement between the 
observed and expected intensities of the dipole transition to 
the ground state may indicate that an appreciable correlation 
of the nuclear motion is involved in this transition. This is 

7 I because such correlation would cause the relative probability 
of emission of electric dipole radiation with respect to 
that of the other multipole radiations to decrease from that 
predicted by the Weisskopf rules which assume that only 
single particles are involved in gamma ray transitions.



Since this work was completed it has become increasingly 
obvious that the relative probabilities of multipole radiations 
vary sufficiently widely from the Weisskopf single particle 
values to invalidate Bashkin’s assignment (see Wilkinson 1956)* 
Moreover, Overley et al (1956) have obtained a value of one 
for the ratio of the intensities at 0 and 90 deg. for both 
the 0.77 aud I.4I Rev. gamma rays, thus checking the isotropy 
obtained here. Proton elastic scattering measurements by the 
same authors are consistent with a ̂  + assignment to the 7*61 
Mev. level.
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II, 2 APPABATTIS AND METHOD FOE THE STUDY OF
(d.p) REACTIONS

In order to make more accurate measurements of
the angular distributions of the protons from the
^^B(d,p)^^ B reaction and to extend these measurements
to the lower energy proton groups, a new apparatus was
designed. It was also used later in the more difficult
measurements which were made of the protons from the
^^g(d,p)^^Mg reaction.

The previous apparatus is described in detail by
Deuchars (l955) and Wallace (1957)* It consisted of a
cylindrical chamber which was connected by means of pipes
with flanged joints onto a part of the resolving chamber
of the H.T. set. Two collimating slits were clamped between
the flanges. The protons left this chamber through holes
at 0, 15» 30 -, -, -, 120 and 135 deg. to the deuteron
beam. The holes were nominally 3/8 in* in diameter and
their areas were found to vary randomly by _+ 45̂ . The
windows covering these holes and the reflector covering

2the scintillator were aluminium foils 7 mg. per cm. thick.
The new apparatus is shown in Fig. II. 4* The 

insulated joints enabled the beam current to the slits as 
well as that to the target to be measured. The protons 
leave the chamber through slots in the curved wall as 
shown. Since the slot width determined in part the detec
tion solid angle, it was hand filed and checked until it
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was constant (at 0*297 in.) to about ^  0.001 in. The 
distance from the centre of the target to the inner sur
face of the curved wall was measured, with one end of the 
chamber removed, and found to be constant(at 6*35 cm*) to 
within l^L The lower slit was 1 mm, in width and the upper 
2 mm, V/ith a beam of parallel light passing through these 
slits the strut and screw device was adjusted so that the 
axis of the two slits passed through the centre of the 
target* The target »vaa then removed and the 0 deg* posi
tion was found accurately as the point where the light 
beam passed through the slot in the opposite wall* The 
alignment was checked during the measurements by observing 
the burn mark on a piece of paper placed on the target 
holder* This target holder was made of copper and designed 
so that with a thin target backing (0,0005 in. copper foil) 
the angular distribution could be measured from 0 to 162 
deg* without moving it from the position shown* This 
required for the monitor and the 0 to 68 deg, section the 
use of protons which had come through the backing* The 
overlap between 4^ and 68 deg* enabled the syiuiaetry of 
the chamber to be checked* Provision was made for a 
removable beam stop to protect the slot window when 0 deg* 
was not being measured in case the target burned through*
The slot window was of nelinex (mylar) film 1*7 mg. per 

2cm. thick end sealed to the outer surface of the curved 

wall with cement. Thin mica windows were also tried.
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In both of these diagrams the thickness of thin layers of 

material has been exaggerated in order to achieve clarity^
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at first, but these tended to crease and leak when the chamber ' 
was evacuated* ireviously, the best Deuchars and Wallace 
measurements had been made with a plastic scintillator detec
tor* This has a background due to neutron scattering b^ its 
hydrogen content as well as a low light output* The pulse 
height spectrum obtained for ^^B(d,p)^^B protons is shown in 
Fig* 11*5# The plastic scintillator used was pressed to a 
thickness equal to the maximum proton range (for a 9 Mev* 
proton) using the technique developed by the author and des
cribed in Appendix B# Because of their high light output, con
siderable effort was expended in trying to produce good Kal(Tl) 
detectors* This was only partially successful because of the 
deliquescent nature of the substance# One of the more satis
factory mountings is shown in Fig# 11*6* In the measurements 
by the author and Dr* Wallace the angular distribution spectra 
were obtained using Gsl(Tl), a scintillator which had just be
come available* It is not as brittle and hence more readily 
shapec than Nal(Tl)* Since moisture tight windows were not 
required, the mounting was as shown in Fig* II#7* Here the 
light tight window and the aluminium leaf reflector have a 
total thickness of less than one d%* per cm* * A Gsl(Tl)
spectrum from a B^^ target with minimum absorber is shown in

10 0Fig* 11*8* The alpha particles from the B (d,a)Be reaction 
were removed from the spectrum in the angular distribution 
measurements by placing 0#C01 in# aluminium foils between 
the window and the ceteotor* Since the
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(d,p) reaction has a very low cross section in 
compared to much lighter nuclei at the bombarding energies 
used, inpurities were particularly troublesome# The first 
targets obtained contained Li in the very small amounts 
necessary to produce protons obscurring those from ^^Lg,
The targets used in the measurements presented gave a 
spectrum with unidentified alpha particle groups# When 
the 0.001 in. aluminium foils were put in to absorb these 
the CsI(TI) spectrum shown in Fig. II.9 was obtained.
The highest energy peak is due to ^^C(d,p)^^C occuring in 
the inevitable carbon impurity found in accelerators with 
oil diffusion i:umps# The other three were identified as 
the groups resulting from transitions to the first three 
levels in ^^Mg#

It had previously been demonstrated (see Wallace 
1957) that the only satisfactory method of monitoring 
was to count the protons from the reaction being studied 
in a fixed counter# Since the only CsI(TI) crystal available 
to us when these measurements were made was used for the 
angular distribution spectra the resolution on the monitor 
spectra was inferior# This did not matter for because 
the second and third peaks were well separated and a dis
criminator could be easily set so that only the protons in 
the two highest energy groups would be recorded in the 
associated scaler. Accordingly, a plastic scintillator was 
used as the monitor crystal. In the experiment,
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however, very good resolution is necessary to separate the 
spectral distribution of protons from the contri
bution at higher pulse heights and the rising background 
due to and d, (d,p)ï protons below* Fortunately, the 
iïal(ïl) mounting shown in Fig* 11*6 retained sufficiently 
good resolution long enough for the rneasurementc presented 
here to be made*

The separated isotope targets used in these measure
ments were obtained from A*E.R*E, Harwell* The thickness 
was decided by that required to give a suitable counting 
rate (for adequate statistical accuracy, but low dead time 
losses; but had a maximum limit due to the necessity of
keeping its effect on the energy resolution of the proton

2groups negligible* It was about 10 p gm* per cm. for the 
targets and ranged up to 100 p gm* per cm.^ for ^̂ vlg#

The backing was usually copper because of its heat conducting 
properties* Thicker backings were use^in some of the ^̂ .Ig* 
measurements to allow higher beam currents and hence higher 
yields, but this required measuring the angular distributions 
in sections with both the monitor and the rotating detector 
on the target side of the backing and normalizing on overlaps* 

The pulses from both the monitor and rotating 
detector photomultipliers (Dumont 6292) were first passed 
through cathode followers and linear amplifiers* The proper 
monitor pulses were then selected with a discriminator (or 
a single channel analyzer in the ^^Mg. measurements) and
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recorded on a scaler# The rotating detector pulses were 
analyzed and displayed in about 80 channels using the 
Hutchison Scarrott "kicksorter". In the experiment these 
pulse height spectra were recorded for a constant number

of monitor counts at each angle# Usually it was only 
necessary to total the contributions from the kicksorter 
channels contributing to a peak, but the parts of the spectra 
in the vicinity of the lowest energy peak required careful 
analysis to remove other contributions#

Corrections due to the 0.6 msec# dead time of the 
kicksorter were avoided by keeping the counting rate 
sufficiently constant# ho corrections for angular variations 
in the efficiency for proton detection were made since a 
check with the ^^F(p, a Y g a m m a  rays confirmed that these 
were less than l̂ o. Since a in# slot mounted on the detector 
perpendicularly to the chamber slots limited the angular 
width to about 5 deg#, no correction was made for finite 
solid angle#

The errors are shown in the angular distribution 
curves of sections II#3 and II#4* They are mainly statis
tical, but in the case of the lowest energy peaks the 
uncertainty due to the necessary analysis is large. There 
are also contributions due to normalizing in the measurements 
with thick target backings#

In measuring the excitation function for ^^Ig# a 

target of sufficient size to intercept all of the deuteron



bean passing through the slits was used. The apparatus had 
been constructed so that the target and chamber formed a 
Faraday cage» The electric charge accumulating from the 
bean of singly charged douterons (magnetically resolved) 

was allowed to pass to earth through a current integrator* 
The number of pulses passed by a single channel analyser 
set across the three groups were recorded for a constant 
number of current integrator pulses at each deuteron energy* 
Absolute cross sections at 600 kev. were obtained by using 
a target of known thickness (50 p gm. per era* ) and cali
brating the current integator with an ammeter and battery* 
The pulses were displayed on the kicksorter and the contri
butions from the three groups carefully separated*

Deuchars end Wallace had measured the angular 
correlations of the gamma rays from the iirst two excited 
states of in coincidence with protons emitted at 45^ 
to the deuteron beam to an accuracy of ^  6‘̂/u at points 
separated by 30^ intervals* They used their 3 in. radius 
proton angular distribution chamber and a 1 sec. resolving 
time* In the measurements of Wallace and the author the 
proton direction was changed to 65^ and a special chamber 
^  in* in diameter was constructed* The much larger detector 
solid angles available, together with the 0*25 I* sec. 
resolving time used and the better proton resolution, 
enabled measurement of the gamma rays from the first three



excited states to be made to an accuracy of 2  5̂ ® at 15 deg* 
intervals* In both cases the gamma ray detector was a 
Hal(Tl) crystal liĝ in* in diameter and 2 in* long mounted 
on a Dumont 6292 photomultiplier*

Since Jones et al (1952) have shown that these
11levels all decay by direct transitions to the B ground 

state, the correlations may be derived from the coincidence

proton spectra measured for a constant number of gamma counts 
at each gamma ray detector angle* This is fortunate because 
the separation of proton groups is much easier than that of 
gamma rays* Also, since the contribution to the highest 
energy proton group in such a spectrum will be entirely due 
to random coincidences, the other proton groups may be 
corrected for random contributions by subtracting an amount 
equal to the first group coincidence yield multiplied by 
the ratio of the singles yield in the group being considered 
to that in the first group*
II, 5 THE REACTION ^^BCd.-py
(a) Introduction

The principal previous investigations of the angular 
distributions of the proton groups from the ^^B(d,pY)^^B 
reaction together with the results of the work presented here 
are summarized in Table 11*2 in teinns of the values of the 
parameters 1^ and K necessary to give the best fit to the 
stripping formula of Bhatia et al (1955)* Pg, Pg, and



Table II» 2

E, Values of 1 Rd n
(in Kev.) Pg Pg P (in 10"^5 cm.)

Evans et al 7*7 1 1 1 1  6*0
(1954)
Paris et al 0,2 - 0,6 1 J 0 1 5*0
(1954)
Deuchars and 0,25 ~ 0*75 1 3 0  5*8
Wallace (1955)
Wallace and 0,575 and 0,650 1 3 1 1  5*8
Storey (l95^)
indicate the {groups leaving the nucleus in its ground, 2,14, 
4,46 and 5*03 Lev. levels respectively. The reaction had also 
been studied b;̂ Redman (1950), Holt et al (1955), Burke (1954), 
Pratt (1954) and Thompson (1954)*

In these angular distributions a clculy varying or 
isotropic component v/as found in addition to the stripping 
component and this v;as usually attributed to compound nucleus 
formation. In contrast to the work of Paris et al, the Deuchars 
and Wallace experiment revealed some indication of a compound 
nucleus resonance at about = 575 kcv.

The angular correlations between the P^ and P^ 
groups and the corresponding gamma rays for the transition to 
the ground state had been measured by Thirion (1953) and by 
Beuchars and Wallace (1955)* In the Thirion measurements the 
ratios of the intensities measured at 0 and 98® to the direc
tion of the neutron were found to be 1*05 2  8,05 respectively 
for = 500 kev. In the Beuchars and Wallace experiment 
isotropy was found within 2  with measurements at thirty 
degree intervals.
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(b) Results and Discussion

^he (d,pT) angular correlations of the present work 
and those of Deuchars and V.allace are shown in Fig* II* 10 and 
II respectively* Ihe least squares fit of each of the present 
correlation measurements to 1 + AP^ (cos @) as calculated by 
Dr. Wallace are given, in Table II. 5 for both (a), the pure 
stripping assumption where © is measured with respect to the 
direction of the absorbed neutron and (b) the pure compound 
nucleus assumption where © is measured with respect to the 
deuteron direction. The values of A have been increased by 
15a to allow for the finite solid angles subtended by the 
detectors (Rose, 1953)* In respect of the near isotropy of
the correlation of the and groups these results are in
agreement with the previous measurements discussed in section 
II. 3(a) and have since been confirmed for the P^ group by 
the measurements of Gorodetsky et al (1956) using 1.2 Mev* 
deuteroas. The P_ group correlations docs not appear to have 
been measured by the other workers*

Table IX* 3
Proton Y -ray Values of the Coefficient A
Group (in Lev.) (a) (b)
P^ 2.14 -0.008 +, 0.03 +0.016 i  0*03
Pg 4.46 +0.035 ± 0*02 .0.024 ±  0.02
Pj 5*03 -0.050 i  0*03 +0.034 ±0.03

It is to be noted that the choice of the 
proton detection angle at 65° was unfortunate in that it 
results in the defined direction for the absorbed neutron
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.being almost perpendicular to the deuteron direction* Since

1 g (cos ©) has an axis of symmetry every ^0 deg# a remeasure- 
sent with another angle would have been required, had 
appreciable anisotropies been found, to determine the 
relative amounts of stripping and cci.ipoimd nucleus#

The angular aistributions of the proton groups 
measured by Dr# u all ace end the author using the appai’atus 
and method ^escribed in section II* 2 are shown in fig* II*
12(a;, 11(a), 14(a) and 1^ and those of Deuchars and hallace 
in Fig* II* 12(b), 11(b), and 14(b)* In Fig* II* 12(cJ the 
angular distributions obtained by laris et al for the 
group using nuclear emulsions are reproduced for comparative 

purposes*
In section I*$ the relative importance of 

stripping, of the compound nuclear process, and of the 

Coulomb effect on the angular distributions and the expected 

variation of these quantities as a function o f a n d  2 have 

been viscussed. It is assumed that for the present experiment

2 = 5 is sufficiently small that a description is possible in 

terms of the Ehatia et al stripping distribution F^ (#) plus 

an incoherent contribution of the fofm 1 + AP^ (cos Q) from 

deuteron capture in a single level (or a group of levels of 

the same parity ) in

The details of the :esults for each group are 
considered separately in the following sub-sections*
(i) Group 0

The aj:igular distributions of this group over
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the energy rrng-e studied con be fltte as the sum of the

expected stripping end compound nucleus components with

1^ = 1, I = 5*8 X 10*^^ CLi. and A =~0,25* Tho ratio of
the integrated contributions from these two nodes of reaction

varies with deuteron energy as shown in Fig;. II. 1.6(a)# The

tv7o points on the curve obtained by I. all ace and the author

establish definitely the resonance nature of the structure

at = 375 kev, fhc excitation function for the first
group as laeaaured b̂  louchars and i.allace is reproduced as

Fig# 16(b) for co:.i pari son. Lhis resonance for deuteron

capture corresponds to a level (or an isolated group of
12similar levels in O) with m  excitation energy of 25*7

Ilev. dince there is no evidence ox a (cos ft) term in

the distribution the parity will be the sane for all levels

if more than one contribute and will probably be nep;ative

since the magnitude of the effect indicates 1_ = 1# kithd
a purpose of obtaining more evidence about the spin Deuchars

and Wallace have searched, unsuccessfully, for the 25*7 kev.
ganna ray corresponding to tiic transition to the C+ ground 

12state of C. Unfortunately, lii-tle can be inf eric., from 

this l'csult/lècnuîc of tiio competition from particle emission 

at these Iiign excitation energies, gamma rays of deuteron 

capture arc improbable in any event (see also the exp:raiments 

of Sinclair (1954) and Allan and 2̂ ,(1935 j *
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(il) Group I
Fitting the set of angular distributions for

this group to the formulae as for group 0 yielded the
values of the parameters 1^ = 5t R = 5*8 % 10 cm* and
A (the coefficient of (cos Q) » -0.23# l!hc dependence
of the fit on the value of A is not as critical as for
Croup 0 and the Deuchars and Wallace results were fitted
with A « C* The variation of / / / with deuteronc / 8
energy is considerably smaller than for group 0. The 
isotropic angular correlation of the 2*14 Eev* gamma ray 
indicates either that (l) the spin of the first excited 
state J = ^ or that (2) J > */2 and there is a fortuitous 
mixing of channel spins and gamma ray multipoles in the 
reaction. Table II.2 reveals that the orbital angular 
momentum of the captured neutron 1^ appears to vary with 
E^. At low energies 1^ » 3 which is compatible with j = 
but at high energies 1^ = 1 which required j to be at 

least 3/2*
Since these measurements were made, Wilkinson 

(1957) has shown that the 2*14 kev. gamma is magnetic 
dipole and has thus removed the second possible explanation 
of the isotropic angulai^ correlation, filanuik and hens el

(1953) have remeasured the high energy angular distributions 
and confirmed the 1^ = 1 result of Evans et al (1934)# Thé 
definite contradiction between this value of 1^ and that 
required by the usual stripping selection rule has resulted 
in suggestions that the latter be modified* V/ilkinson (1957)



has proposed that in this reaction the spin of the proton is 
reversed in orientation during the stripping and thus contri
butes an additional angular momentum change of 4 8 = 1 to the 
residual nucleus# Evans and French (l958) suggest that 
nucleon exchange occurs so that the emitted proton cones 
from the teirget nucleus in contrast to the usual concept of 
stripping and invalidates completely the selection rule#
The fact that the sign of tlie polarization of this proton 
group is different from that of the other groups from 
(Hensel and Parkinson, 1953) supports these proposals# Evans 
and French have been able to show that angular distributions 
calculated on an exchange basis are not very different from 
the Butler formula and in the Wilkinson model it jtppears to be 
assumer that the angular effect of the occurrence of spin-flip 
is small. The contributions from these modes of stripping 
relative to ordinary stripping have not been calculated as a 
function of and thus it is not possible to check whether 
these processes are gradually replaced by ordinary stripping 
at low deuteron energies as required by our results#
(iii) Group 2

The analyses of this group in previous studies 
gave different results. Evans et al (1954) found 1^ = 1 
and lias 1 in et al (l95h) studying the group going to the 
mirror residual state in the ^^B(d,n;^^C reaction obtained 
Ip = 1. In contrast at low values of Paris et al (1954) 
and Deuchars and Wallace (l955) found 1^ = Ü# It now appears



on careful appraisal that in these last measurements where
both the 1 = 0  and the 1 = 1  distributions have theirn n
maxima at 0 deg. the results were not sufficiently accurate 
to differentiate between the tv;o capture angular momenta*
The present result gives unambiguously 1^ = 1 in agreement 
with Evans et al* Since the compound nucleus contribution 

remained relatively small at all deuteron energies, it was 
not possible to decide whether A was non-zero and an 
isotropic component was used in the analysis.

it is difficult to decide whether the very small
anisotropy measures io significant or not. (See Table 11*3). 
Since Jones et al (1952) have shown that the residual state 
has a spin of 5/2,isotropy can be only fortuitous*
(iv) Group 3

Since this group is small relative to the 
adjacent spectral contributions the errors arc large and no 
detailed analysis was inade* The resemblance of these results 
and those of Croup C suggests a predominant contribution 
from the compound nucleus, a stripping contribution possibly 
with 1^ = 1 and a spin of 3/2 for the 5*03 Eev, level*

As in the case of Group 2 the significance of
the very small correlation anisotropy is in doubt.
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II. 4 THE REACTION (d.p)̂ Î«îg.
(a) Introduction

The available numerical data describing this reaction 
are given in Table II* 4# In the experiments of Holt et al (1953)

Table II* 4
Group ' P0 ?2
Q in Mev* 1 5*10 4.52 4*12
Measurements
(a) Holt et al, (l953)

E, « 8*2 Mev* a 2 0 2
Bhatia et al R in 10**̂  ̂ cm* 5*5 7.4 5.5
analysis

(b) Wallace and Storey 1n 2 0 2
(1956) = 0.65 R in 10~13 6*7 6*7 9*5

\ Mev* Bhatia ct al in deg* +78 -52 0
analysis with modi cr(@, in 10%? 

bams
2*4 8*0 6*0

fication due to deBorde per eterradian
Residual States ^ energy 0 0*58 0*98
Endt and Braams (l957) spin and parity 5/2+ i+ 3/2+

* (ô) was measured with the proton counter at 65^ to a beam
of deuterons with an energy of 0*6 Mev*
the two highest energy groups were fitted with the Butler 
formula plus a small isotropic background* Since the target 
used was of natural magnesium the third group effectively 
coincided with the first group from ^^Mg,(d,p)^TMg,, Q = 4*207 Mev*
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0 0 .

This angular distribution anpoared to have 1 » 0 and 1 = Pn n
26components. Holt et al showed, that in the Hg. reaction

1 = 0  and therefore, attributed the other component ton o
(b) measurements end Interpretation

The excitation function and the angular distributions 

as measured by Hr* Wallace and the author arc shown in Fig.

XI, 17 and Fig. II. 10 (a, b and c) respectively. The apparatus 
and method used is described in section II. 2.

It has been seen that in the reaction
the compound nucleus and stripping contributions are of the 

sane order of i. agnitude. In the present study the charge Z of 
the nucleus has been increase.-, from 5 to 12 while the leuteron 

and ,.roton energies (E^ and E^) used re:: ai nee' roughly constant. 

According to the discussion of section 1*3 (b) this should result 
in the relative contributions of the compound nucleus decreasing. 
The fact that the total cross section decreases by three orders 

of magnitude (see Table II. 4 and Tallace, 1^56) su gests that 
this relative decrease is very considerable, Eo indication of 

capture resonance structure apj'ears in the excitation function 
which rises smoothly and steadily. The change of Z at constant 

E^ will have another effect as well, the Sommcrfeld 
parameters which measure the magnitude of the Coulomb
effect also increase considerably.

For these reasons we have chosen to assume that the 
description of the angular distributions should be in terms 

of the Ehatia stripping formula with modifications due to



Coulomb effects♦ The relative magnitude of the effects is 

uncertain* Accordingly an initial description in terms of 

weak Coulomb effects due to dePorde (l95i3) v/as applied by Dr* 
iVallace and the author. This is described in the present 

section. liore recently, in view of the failure of the parameter 

6 to remain constant independent of the group neasurea as 
required by del’ordc (see Section 1.5 (b) the author decided to 
applp the strong Coulomb theory of Ter ^ar^irosyan (l95^) and 
of liedcnharn ct al (1956). The details of this last analysis 
ai'o given in section il. 4 (c)

In accordance with the formula of deborde each of 
the ÎGt"'-iljutions has been divided into three components (ij 
the usual bhatia stri_T:inp.' formula 1'̂.  ̂(©) denoted on the
graphs by a dasher line, (2j a multiple of the Bhatia stripping
amplitude 2A sin & x ?(&) denoted by a dash-dot line and ($) 

an isotropic torn A ’ denoted by a solid line. The values of 

R, 1^ and ^ required for the best fit are given in Table II# 4«
In the Group I diagram (fig. II. 13 (b) 2A sin 8 is

displaced upwards b̂  3*5 units, it is to be noted that the
stripring amplitude changes sign after the first minimum in

The variation of the yroton energy with angle is 
considerable in the I;(d,p)T reaction duo to large centre of 

mass effects and in the forward 45 deg. it tends to overlap 

Group 2 rendering the results increasingly uncertain as the

angle decreases to zero# This curve has been fitted by 1^ = 2.
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because the selection rules end agreement with Holt ct al (1953) 
required it but the value of K necessary is almost 5O;' greater

than for the other groups* It is difficult to understand why 
this should be so. Since R is an averagjG interaction radius 
it might be expected to vary with or 1  ̂ (from classical 
closest distance of approach or im%)act parameter considerations.
It nay be that it is associated with the fact that the first 
two proton grou%:s have corresponding single particle residual 

status, while the third residual state has a more complex 
structure, (hosuibly it is the first member oi' a rotational 
series based on the Ü.50 Hev. level.) These last properties

25are deduced by a'lalogŷ  from those of the mirror states in Al 
which has been extensively studied by Verma :nd Jack (l95u) and 
by therland ct al (l95&/ using the (p, T) a.nd p, P i )  reactions.

In general it 1:1 ay bo said that the experimental measure
ment cannot be fitted by a pure stripping curve or even with the 

addition of the usual isoxropic background (with the exception of

the P groua). They ioay be fitted with the modified formula 
2

but ^ has not the expected constantcy and the situation is 

approached where the curves may fit only by .voa.son of having 

introduced a further degree of freedom.

(c) An Alternative Interpretation

In view of the different values of S obtained, the 
author decided to investigate the agreement of the experimental 

angular distributions with the strong coulomb theory of Ter 

Lartirosian (195^) and of Biedenharn ct al (1956) as far as



that v/as possible. The best fit for the 1 = 0  transition ̂ II
25to the first excited state of u, . as the su:.: of the strong

coulomb stripping lornnlo and a small isotropic compound
nucleus contribution is shown in Fig# II# 19* The required

hypergeometric function (0.855ij 3.60i, 1, - (̂  (©) was
evaluate ! as; a function of W by using equation 5*3*16 of
horse and roshbach (l95i) and calculating sufficient terms
in the series expansion to give l/> accuracy. The result gives
l(lOO^)/i.(b^) = 5*0 , As e.n approximate check this ratio was

evaluated for the corresponding asymptotic expression

 ̂ V d  end a value of 5*9 obtained.
Ac has been mentioned in Part I the corresponding

anruluT distributions for 1 0 arc not readily available. Ifn '
the angular position of the characteristic maximum in these
distributions is denoted by Q , then the only indicator ofin ̂
the value of 9 is through its classical identification with m
G, the orbit eccentricity, that in sin (6 /p.) = =

(l + 1^/ Y9 . Vo ^-1/2^ Substitution of 1 = 2 and proper ' rr d d / p ̂ n
values of and- ^ would predict pieaking at about 80 dog.
for the other two proton ijroups which is probably in adequate 

agreement with the .$0 dog# and 60 deg. experimentally observed 
(when the quality of this ostiiaatc is considered).

The advantage of this treatment lies In its lack of 

parameters such as A, A and S whose value is not known with 
sufficient accuracy from other data to give a rigid theoretical 

curve. Admittedly the ratio is such a parameter but



it is quite small and may be unnecessary since the present 

results except for the two points between 0 and $0 deg* could 
be equally well fitted with just the strong coulomb stripping 

curve•
Comparison of t o results of the two different 

interpretations considered here sur pests that the coulomb 
effects in this experiment were too strong to be accounted 
for by the deBorde approximation*
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III. 1 A. : (1:1 'I: n •■:rû?CRATi(Aj :x:::l

(a) The General ..'odel

The formulae required for the discussion ci this

work have already been discussed in section I.4. They will
he reproduced here in outline for uunvonienco. The differential 
cross section for particle emission in the statistical model is 
given hy the xorr.ula

" ± f c >  " h  a i  (1)
cr Op(i;p

which reduces to the corresponding spectral shape, 
log cr(h ) = -E /t + const. Ill (2)

■  I I .  Pi I P

if the following simplifying assumptions arc made (a) 
CÜ(ïï*)o<re^, (b) S^(E*) = a(E*), and (c) E «  E* - E,.V/ Ji p o D
The general thermodynamical formula, for level density is 
c o (e^) = iii (3)
and experimental results have been fitted to none extent to 
the scrii-empirical formula

CaJ^ cK 1 exp. ^2 f;f 111 (4)
(E+ïï)̂

In these lormulae the subscripts (J and ii denote compound and

residual nuclei respectively, E is the energy of the emitted
particle and E* that of an excited nucleus, which has corresponding
level density, lifetime, temperature and entropy. , T ,  T and S.

cr' Is the total reaction cross section and is required by r c
the principal of detailed balance to be the averaged cross
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section for the formation of the compound, nnolons in the inverse 
reaction* In practice it is c.lno.js set equal to

III (5)
1

where is the transmission coefficient for a particle

of anspular T.:o:;;cnti:m 1 incident cn a repulsive potential
barrier ox the for:n
V = -V , r C  IIo
T = II , T >  11

r
hxperir.iental neutron spectra are rsuellj converter 

to lor" cr(h...) and plotter, as u. function of (e,pn Graves
E crP c

and Rosen, 1955) and a temperature T is accoi’dinrlp obtained
as the reciprocal of the slope of the best straight line through

the points (ecuation III (2))# Because of the effect of the

Coulomb term in CT^ the present experimental results (section

111*2) and most others where proton emission is measured do not

satisfy assumption (c) of eqn. III#2. Since this assumption

has allowed 111*2 to be obtained using only the first term
2 2of a Taylor series expansion, the second term + E d S

2will now be considered d il is negative, since egn* III (4;
dbf '

implies S c< E^# Cn the plot mentioned above inclusion of 

this term results in the theoretical prcdiètlon falling more and

more below the lirai tin r straight line as E increases* TheP
present experimental values, however, chew very little tenjency
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to diverge from the straight line and r any other proton 
measurements shon trio opposite effect a considerable rise about 
the- line at Isrpe • This 1' tor is probsbly due to an 
appreciable contribution from the direct effect caused b\ the 
use of higher bombarding energies or more forward angles of 

detection* ...any other authors (Colli ct 1, 1957J? Thomson,
IS'57; Gugelot, 1954) have also pointe^, out that there seems 
to be more correspondence between results from different 
experiments when the energy spectra are flottes against 
emitted particle energy rather tîian residual nucleus excita

tion energy as would be expected from era* i n  (l).
It is important to note at this point that the general 

form 01 Gcn. Ill (l) is due to thr principal of detailed balance 

and hence in all probability is correct, fbe insertion of III
(5 ̂ for ex' end oo(}]*) for the ucnsity of states of the c il

residual group immediately after emission 1s, on the other 

hand, probably only accurate for a strong coupling or absorption 
1*0* a black nucleus. aince a method of inserting values more 

characteristic 01 a moderate absorption into this detailed 
balance formula, was not obvious to us, wc decided to attempt 

to obtain tlic: sa:.ic effect by a s.ore .. ircct calculation. It 
was assumed that the long mean free path and weal: coi;plinr 

would allow a particle inside the nucleus to approach the 

barrier and pass through without its total energy being modi

fied by interaction with other nucleons. Th;s the spectrum 

of particles outside would have the same shape as the distribu-
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tion inside* This internal distribution of particles was 
expected to conform to th t of a gas with weak coupling i.e* 
the lower energy region might be uistorteu due to degeneracy, 
but the high energy tail was probably closely j.iaxwellian (see 
Ter Ilaar, 1954, page 91/» dince tae predicted spectrum cor
responded to this tail it would accordingly satisfy eqn* XII 
(2) with a well defined T characteristic ox the nucleus from 
which evaporation occurred *

According t . this concept
cr(E^) Hj (e^ ) C c .,i (e^) t ; III (6)

^ol*,l (E ) +fesc., 1(1.)
T X X

Hero is the number of collisions per unit time inside
the nucleus which result in a specific type of particle P 
acquiring an internal kinetic enexgy per unit energy inter
val# ^col* and Use* are the probabilities per unit time 
(multiplied by ) that this particle suffers further collisions 
and that it escapes* Qol*^^^sc* Hie mean time the particle 
spends at this energy is therefore 'col,/Hand tue distribution 
in energy of such particles is (b^) = h(b^) ^ol. III (6) 
uiay therefore be written ^

cT(Ep) h s c l  (E^) Ji ̂ III (7)

It can be shown that (ê ;̂ (21 + l) P(e.) m  (3)
7

end that
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i—\
'esc. 1 (E^) = 111(9)

2R
and hence that
cr'(E) » 2 /2 T; E O' /)(E ) III (lO)
— Z- 5 -V ÿfj-

It is seen that eqn. Ill (lO) is essentially the
same as III (l) except that

Û0- (Eg)
KV (2ÎIE.
2 7t2 f t

has been replaced by 0(E. ). '*he former is the ratio of 
densities of initial and final states* The quantity in the 
square brackets is the aensity of states of the emitted particle. 
It is b lieved that our assumption is accordingly equivalent 
to one in which the density of final states is obtained from 
the instantaneous non-equilibrium groups of nucleons which 
subsequently relax to form the residual nucleus* ■‘•he idea of 
a relaxation time long compared with the transit time of the 
nucleon through the nucleus is in agreement with length of the 
mean free paths associated with moderate absorption* It is 
also to be noted that in III (10), ^ c ; is now a measure 
strictly of barrier transmission factors i*e* it is defined by 
eqn* III (5) and hence the assumption of complete absorption 
of all particles passing through the bariier into the nucleus 
as required to ensure the proper inverse cross section in the 
detailed balance formula is no longer necessary*
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(b) A Particular i bdel

The first order approximation for tiie compound nucleus 
(a mixture of weakly interacting particles obeying either Fermi- 
lirac or koso-r.iastein statistics) is now used to evaluate 

in eqn* III (lO) and obtain "theoretical" values for cross- 
secticns and energy^ spectra in nuclear reactions* V/e use the 
usual theory (sec for example land, 1955) for gases in thermal 
equilibrium at temperature i*

In general
= g 2 7 T V  6  *  exp. III (11)

where exp* s the free energy per particle and ̂  ia

the particle energy Licacurea from the lowest level of this 
type of particle in the nuclear well,

V;e now define as the i cpth into the well to
the top of tlie unexcited distribution and as the height 
from the bottom of the nuclear well to the boLtom of the un

excited distribution for each type of particle in the nuclear 
well * Then 

B + Eg = 6

where is the value of at T = 0* = 0 for particles

obeying Bose-kinstein statistics and = the "Fermi Energy" 

for particles obeying Fenni-Birac statietios* Substituting 
these relations into eqn* III (ll) and then inserting the 

values of yO(k^) obtained into eqn* III (lo) gives the 

following general expression for ct"(E) applicable to all types
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of particles for this particular model 

cf(E) - 16 #  T  E o' (I - exp.
7T

b/E^j - F(N)+E_+E III (12)

In eqn. III (l2), B is the number of particles, of the type 
emitted, of mass 11 in the compound nucleus and for Fermi particles, 
P(K) »;ii -/Ü. = (0.825 T/T + 1.22 (%J^ +  ) III (ij)

T T
,3/2There = 188M , and exp. (ÿ« P(N^~^1 as T-»'0, (^T^)

For "Bose" particles,
y(K) a i -/i - log r  1 (T +0.925 (I! +0.034(T„)V- —

j 2.2126 To T T III (14)
where = llOh t and exp. t.«F(H)l “ 1 when T <  T

(in the expressions for T^, A and M are in A,ra,u,, is in 
Mev,)

A completely general expression for the temperature
T as a function of is difficult to obtain but the following 
relations are applicable in the limits indicated - 
For VFermi" particles -
E* P.D » MT^ (l - TT^ + ---- ); T < T

4 40 Tg
III (15)

E F.D = i  NT i T » T

For "Bose" particles 
E*.g = 0.77 KT (|_)| T :S: T III (16)

®B.E “ 1  ET (1 - 0.462 ( T y i ) ^ / ^  - 0.0225 (Tg/^')^+-')i
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The calculation of the most probable mass distri
bution is not carried out here but we would like to draw 
attention to the similarity between this problem and the 
equilibrium theory of the natural abundance of the elements. 

In the equilibrium theory it is assumed that the elements 
were formed in an assembly of fundamental particles at a high 
temperature and density, and expressions are obtained (Ter 
Haar, 1954# Chap. XIV) for the mass distribution in such an 
assembly. Although the density of the compound nucleus is 
considerably higher than that required in the equilibrium 
theory to explain the natural abundance of the elements the 
temperatures are similar and it might be expected that a cal
culation of the mass distribution in the compound nucleus 
will result in a distribution which decreases rapidly with 
particle mass. If this result were obtained, it would suggest

that in the gas model used here, the gas is mainly a Fermi 
gas of neutrons and protons plus increasingly smaller numbers

of particles with increasing mass.
At a given nuclear temperature the principal factor 

governing the yield of a particular particle is in
order that the yield be appreciable the population H for this 
particle must be sufficiently large that F(n ) will not diverge 
much from gero. As an example a very approximate calculation 
has been made. If T « 1,5 Mev, and A « 60 A.M.U,, then F(H) <
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required N to exceed 1^ for neutrons'or protons, 1 for
% % 5  *3deuterons, 8 for He or and 20 for and He # Since 

the population falls with increasing M it is seen that the 
evaporation cross sections vary rapidly diminish as M exceeds 
a few A.M#U, The alpha end deuteron values are lower because 
they are Bose particles. Deuteron emission is probably 
relatively much smaller than indicated here because of its 
unusually small binding energy.
III. 2. THE kEASURKl/ENT OF THE CROSS SECTION FOR PROTON 

EMISSION AS A FUNCTION OF PROTON EITERGY FROM 
SEVERAL ISOTOPES AT DIFFERENT EXCITATION ENERGIES

(a) Introduction
The first studies of the (n,p) reactions induced by 

fast neutrons were made by Waff1er (1950) and by Paul and 
Clarke (1953) who obtained values of the total cross section 
by measuring the activity of the residual nuclei. However, if 
the emitted protons can be detected and their energy measured 
more direct and detailed information is obtainable. Nuclear 
emulsions have been used for this purpose by several authors 
(Allan, 1957* Brown et al, 1957* March and Morton, 1958 a,b) 
but the time required for scanning the emulsions and measuring 
the proton tracks has severely restricted the number of 
different targets studied and the statistical accuracy 
obtained.

Fairly recently Colli et al (1958) have shown that 
scintillation counters can be used successfully in measure-
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mente on fast protons from targets bombarded by I4 Mev, neu
trons, This technique required rather targe areas of separ
ated isotopes, and the full use of available intensities of 
neutron fluxes is apparently prevented by a relatively large 
random rate of coincidences, A technique similar to that of 
Colli has been described by Jack (1958) which avoids these 
difficulties, but both techniques have really been developed 
to estimate the contribution of "direct* effects in reactions 
by measuring proton energy spectra at small forward angles.
The technique which is described here has been developed to 
measure directly the energy spectra and crose sections averaged 
over almost a 47t geometry. Small forward angles are avoided, 
and it is therefore hoped that the measured energy spectra 
correspond closely to the emission of particles from compound 
nuclei formed by capture of the incident neutron*
(b) Experimental Method

Fig, III, 1 is a diagram of the apparatus used for 
measurements of cross sections and energy spectra of protons 
in (n,p) reactions at incident neutron energies of 1).0 and 
15,Y Mev, Measurements were also made at 14«1 Mev. and in 
this case the brass screening plate was 7,$* long, that is 
twice as long as that shown in Fig, III, 1, It will be seen 
that the purpose of the apparatus is to attenuate the neutron 
flux reaching the Csl(Tl) crystal used to detect protons from 
n,p reactions in the completely exposed separated isotope 
target, without introducing too large a gap between the two.
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To avoid slow changes in relative positions, the apparatus was 

made very rigid, hut the apparatus can rotate with respect to 
the deuteron beam in order to give a range of neutron energies, 
and the position of the complete crystal-target assembly (shown 
enlarged in the inset of Fig# III# l) can be varied in a direc
tion perpendicular to the parallel planes containing the CsI(tI) 
crystal, separated isotope target, brass plate and tritium 
target. For the latter movement,the crystal-target assembly 
had fine screw threads on the rim which fitted into corresponding 
threads in the brass plate; by rotating the assembly the crystal 
and the separated isotope target were movec at a fixed distance 
from each other an accurately known distance into the brass 
plate#

The CsI(TI) crystals were obtained from the Harshaw 
Chemical Co*̂  Ltd# The thickness of the crystals used were 
chosen as a compromise between edge effects for the highest 
proton energies and the achievement of a low background rate#
At 14#1 Mev* the crystal was 0,0)5" thick and at 1)*0 and 
15*7 Mev# the crystal was 0*045" thick# tn the experiments, 
the crystal was mounted quite rigidly with 0,005" platinum 
wire at a distance of 1.6" from the glass top of the Du Mont 
6292 photomultiplier, primarily to avoid background due to 
(n,p) reactions in the glass, but we have also found that this 
improves the energy resolution (probably because of non- 
uniform response across the photomultiplier cathode). Also to 
reduce background, the brass outer casing around the crystal 
was lined with thin lead# A very thin layer of aluminium was
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evaporated onto the surface of the lead and a very thin 
aluminium foil was placed immediately behind the crystal | to 
act as light reflectors* Platinum was used as the backing 
material for the separated isotope target which was clamped 
between a ring and a disc of bismuth to achieve rigidity and 
maintain a low background* To change targets, the target 
holder was removed as a unit from the crystal-target assembly 
and replaced accurately in the same position relative to the 
crystal. In the experiments the gap between crystal and target 
was kept fixed at 2 mm.

The neutron monitor shown in F j g: HI. 1 was designed 
to correspond to the accurate computations of Bame et al 
(1957) which allowed us to obtain absolute values for 
.cross sepitiipnŝ  A typical pulse height distribution for I4 Mev. 
neutrons ls4hown in Fig. Ill* 2 and it can be seen that the peak 
due to knock-on protons from the polythene radiator gives this 
type of monitor a high stability. The air was removed to avoid 
a small background due to (n,p) and (n,d) reactions in nitrogen* 
As in the (n,p) detector the use of very heavy elements is 
required in order to give a sufficiently low background.

Before carrying out measurements of (n,p) spectra, 
the apparatus was checked and the best position of the crystal- 
target assembly obtained, relative to the brass plate, by 
observing the number of counts in the Csl(Tl) crystal for a 
fixed neutron monitor count as the crystal-target assembly 
was rotated, A typical result is shown in Fig* III, 3t the
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iig* III* 3 the numher of couzita corresponding' to Ô.M 
protons of energy ^  8 Mev., for a fixed number of monitor 
counts, plotted as a function of the position of the crys- 
tal with respect to the brass plate* The zero of the 
abscissa scale is not significant*
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zero of the abscissa scale is not significant# The curve 
labelled b was obtained lor no target, and the curve labelled 
2L for a 15 target of ^̂ ili# The bias on the scalar
recording counts was set at approximately 8 Mev# Ho appreciable 
change was found in the positions of the edges when these i*uns 
were repeated, and a position about halfway along the lower 
plateau in curve (a) ( D =  4 cim* ) was chosen for the experi
ments. Fig. III. 3 was obtained for the longer brass plate. 
Defining the attenuation as the ratio of the ordinates at 
D = 1 mm# and D = 8 mm. in curve b, the attenuation of the 
plate 7.5" long was 20si and of the plate 3*75" long about 3:1* 
The flat plateaus observed in figure 3 show that there is little 
evidence of appreciable scattering by the brass plate increasing 
the neutron flux above that measured on the monitor. The 
rounding off of the edges is, attributed to residual misalign
ment of the planes containing the crystal, brass plate and 
tritium target. Much of the width in the edge of the curves 
is due to the finite thickness of the Csl(ïl) crystal#

The separated isotope targets were obtained from 
Harwell A.E.R.E» and were all about I5 mg/cm^ mounted on a 
0.0005 inch platinum backing. Preliminary runs using platinum 

foils were made to ensure that the background remained unchanged 
when the platinum foil was inserited into #ie target holder.
Three runs were made at each neutron energy for the targets 
^^Fe, ^^Hi, ^^2n, and three runs were made at I4.I Mev. for 

,54Fe, ^^Co, ^^Cu, and ^^Cu. Each
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run required about half an hour and between runs the gain of the

137photomultiplier was checked using a *Cs source of gamma 
rays. The position of the peak in the neutron monitor was 
frequently checked# The results of each run were first plotted 
separately to check for consistency, then averaged. The back
ground was measured six times at intervals between measurements 
for the same neutron flux as in each of the target runs, and 
each background was plotted separately before they were all 
averaged# The pulses from the photomultipliers were clip ed 
to 2 jAE, amplified and the pulse height distributions measured 
on a 100 channel pulse height analyser. Pulses from the monitor 
were fed to a rate meter so that the neutron flux could be 
maintained constant# The neutron energies 13*0 and 15*7 Mev, 
were obtained by making measurements at forward and backward 
angles to the incident deuteron beaia at 600 Kev# The neutron 
energy of I4.I Mev# was obtained by making measurements at 
to the incident deuteron beam at 160 Kev# The thickness of 
the tritium targets ttsed was about JO Kev# at both energies; 
the corresponding spread in neutron energy was about 0,1 Kev#

Beam currents were of the order of IOÙ |i amps on the tritium 
target which was 1" in diameter. All the runs at I4.I Mev. were 
made using the same tritium target and the i.eutron yield remained 

at about 5*10^ neutrons per sec into 4 TT • The end %)oints of 
the(n,p^ spectra were not used to calibrate the crystal# Instead, 
an independent calibration was made using proton groups from the
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reactions ^He(d,p)^He, and ^n(d,p)^n. It
was found that the response of the crystal was linear over 
the range of proton energies i.-easured in the n,p spectra ând 
the calibration was used to check for consistency by coiriijaring 
the measured and expected values for the n>p reactions.

The yield of pulses %)er voltage channel for =
14*1 Lev. and 4^^000 monitor counts (a typical run) is given in 
Fig. III. 4 ill order to show the shape of the background and 
its size relative to the spectra from the separated isotope 
targets. The spectra of ^^hi and ^^Cu (with background sub
tracted) were chosen for display because the yields v/ere the 
greatest and the least respectively from the targets used. The 
background for D - 9 mm. (see Fig. III.5) is also shown to 
illustrate the improvement due to screening. The most of 
background is caused by the reactions in nitrogen and (n,a) 
reactions in Csl(Tl) and hence further improvements would require 
evacuation of the chamber and use of a screen with a greater 
attenuation factor.
(•) Fesults and Discussion

The results of measurements of energy spectra at 14*1 
Lev. are shown in Fig. III. 5? in which for convenience the 
ordinates of the curves are arbitrarily displaced. The points 
shown have been corrected for small effects due to finite 
thickness of the sfparatel isotope target and the Csl(Tl) 
crystal. C7̂  is the cross section per unit energy
divided by the barrier transmission factor. The values of cf 
The corrections to the cross sections for these geometrical 
effects are discussed in detail in Appendix A.
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were obtaineu I'rom the tables of Blatt and weisskopf (I952), 
using a value for Y'̂  = 1*5 10 cm* E is the energy of the 

emitted proton* The measured energy spectra at 15*0 and 15*7 
tiev* are shown in Fig* III* 6 cmd again the ordinates ox the 
curves are displaced arbitrarily* The full lines in Fig* III* 5 
and III. 6 are the bast straight lines which can be drawn 
through the points above about 6 Mev* The temperatures I of the 

compound nuclei shown in table III. 1 were obtained from the 
reciprocals of the slo^jos of those line»* The values of the 
integrated cross sections (T'(n*p) in table III. 1 were obtained 
bp extrapolating the straight lines in Fig. III. 5 and III* 6 
back to zero proton energy;, and assuming that the angular distri
bution of the protons in (n>p) reactions is isotropic* ^he rise 

in the experimental points above the straiglit line below 6 Mev* 

proton energy is attributed at least partly to the reaction (n,np)* 

The relative errors in the vàluea of cr^(n,p) in table^ at the 

same neutron energy are about ^  5ŷ  but the absolute value of 
the cross sections may be in error by as much as ^  20>1 due 

mainly to uncertainty in the absolute efficiency of counting 

protons from the targets* The errors in the values of T are 

only about yp if the barrier transmission factor is not
grossly wa'ong*

For each value of T in table III* 1 there is a
corresponding value of the excitation energy Ec of the compound

nucleus formed in the reaction* If the range in Ec were wide

enough the nuclear equation of state could be found directly
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'I'able III» 1

Target Isotope Ni^® Iîi®.° Co^^ Cu®^ Cu®^ Zn®^
T(Kev) E^al5,0 1.58 1.54 1.42

E^=14.1 1.75 1.65 1,45 1.575 1.48 1.59 1.44 1.76 1.45
E^=15.7 1.76 1.74 1.54

E*(Mev) E^=15.0 22.24 21.94 20.87
E =14.1 21.80 23.37 21.71 23.07 22.60 21.56 21.98 21.07 22.00
E„=15.7 24.95 24.66 23.59

°'(n.p) E^=14.1 90 353 90 534 158 75 149 30 257
in mb. E^=15.7 561 754 344

for each com ound nucleus, according to the general solution 
(eqn* III (lO)* Since this is not possible we compare the 
experimental values of T with the particular model chosen in 
section III# 1 since this gives some relation between values of 
T for different compound nuclei#

Since tfii values of T in table III# 1 are fairly 
close to those expected from a pure Fermi gas of neutrons and 
protons only, the nuclear equation of state obtained from eqn#
III (15) and III (16), 6art I isj

E* = if. + nT III (l7)
2 ^

where H =» number of neutrons or protons, assumed equal, and 
n a total number of other types of particles, assumed small#
We also assume that the mass distribution inside the compound 
nucleus is such that the number of particles of a given mass
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where E* is the excitation energy of the compound 
nucleus and A is the mass number, i'he full line is the
temperature predicted for a pure Fermi gas with radius

p "#13parameter o = 1.5 x 10 cm. The broken lines cor
respond to = 1.3 and 1.7 X 10*^^ cm. O  - present work 
n,p; X  • Gugelot p,p ' ; A  Sucker ^^A ■»* (# - Sargent
and Bertozzi Y ,n# ^  Temperature predicted for a nucleus

consisting of neutrons and protons and four other particles 
when a 1.5 X 10*^^ cm.
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decreases rapidly with increasing mass of the particles*
If n = o* eqn. Ill (l?) reduces to the usual

expression for a Fermi gas of neutrons and protons only -
E* = AT  ̂ III (18)C *"

where f “=  8.8 Ivlev, if = 1.5 10*^^ cm.
The filled in circles in Fig. III. 7 are the values of T in
table III. 1, the full line is the theoretical value corres
ponding to ^qn. Ill (is) (the dotted lines correspond to eqn.
Ill (is) if « 1*3 and 1.7 10*^^ cm.) and the asterisks are
approximate theoretical values obtained from eqn. Ill (17) if 
n » 4* Clearly the introduction of small numbers of light 
particles other than neutrons or protons has the effect of
lowering the theoretical values to the experimental points.

-15The value of » I.5 10 cm. is the value used to 
obtain the barrier transmission factor cr̂  for a square well 
(as defined in section III. l) which gave a good fit to the 
measured energy spectra. However» it is known from the electron 
scattering experiments of Hofstadter (195^) and theoretical 

• estimates (see for example Brueckner, 1955) that the effective 
nuclear volume corresponds to a somewhat smaller value of 
than is used to obtain ihe theoretical lines in Fig. III.7
will therefore have steeper slopes and the values of n will be 
somewhat higher although never very large. Clearly the concept 
of having other types of particles inside the compound nucleus 
in the theory section III. 1* which is necessary to explain the 
emission of such particles (e.g. deuterons or alphas; is also
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useful in explaining the fact that the experimental temperatures 
are less than those expëcted for a pure Fermi gas of neutrons 

and protons*
To compare the experimental values of cr (n^p) in 

table III* 1 with the theoryy eqn* III (12), is integrated to 
obtain*

III (19)

where
-E max

E cr e 0 dE = crP

Carrying out the corresponding integration for the 
emission of neutrons from the same compound nucleus, and using 
the approximation that the integrated cross section for emission 
of neutrons, <^(n,n^) equals ^  •cT'(n,p) we obtain the relation**

«
J  I(Bp-B„) + (Pp-P^)] III (20)

In eqn* III (20), CT , cT and T vary slowly for neighbouringP “
isotopes and for the values in table III* 1 we can write
log o-Cn.p)^ constant - ^  III (21 )

In these equations and are the experimental 
binding energies of protons and neutrons in the compound 

nucleus, and and P^ are the pairing energies which must be

added to the experimental binding energies to make them coincide
more closely to defined above eqn* III (12)* (P and PB P n
are not the actual pairing energies of the last proton and
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energies of a neutron and an alpha particle in the compound
nucleus; the (l) and (2) refer to two neighbouring nuclei* 
-O- Paul and Clarke (l), Forbes (2); O  Paul and Clarke (l), 
Paul and Clarke ( 2 ) Conner (l), Forbes (2)
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neutron but rather the lack of pairing energy relative to the 
other neutrons and protons).

From eqn. Ill (2l), table III* 2 has been constructed 
giving the ratio of the terms exp I- Ilf - P j| for different

types of compound nuclei and the corresponding residual nuclei 
in (n,p) reactions, using values of T - 1*5 Mev. and P^ = P^ = 2 
Mev* The latter was the average value obtained by comparing 
our results with III (2l). The "values" in brackets are taken 
from the survey of the available data on the apparent level 
density of residual nuclei, by Brown and kuirhead (1957)*
While Newton (l95&) has shown that the empirical ratios of 
Brown and uirhead c m  be reasonably explained by inserting the 
pairing energy into level density expressions used in ap,lying 
the VJeisskopf theory, it is very satisfactory that the theory 
presented in section III. 1 should also give an explanation of 
this effect on (n,p) reactions.

Table III. 2
Compound Nucleus f  "p -

He sidual Nucleus

P n P n
odd - even 1 (1) even ^ even
odd - odd 3.6 (5) even - odd
even - even 3.6 (5) odd - even
even - odd 13 (12) odd - odd

In figure III, 0(a) the sieesurei' values of cr(n,p)
in table III. 1 are plotted as io&iQ 5'(n.pi against A,

where equals B -P B for odd-odd n
<=^(n,n') 

compound nuclei (open
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circles), and equals (B - B ) + P for even-odd compound* p n p
nuclei (full circles)* The value of P , which is due to the1 P
pairing energy effect (seé Part l) was obtained by letting

.

P = 4B (A + p + n) + &B (A - p + n) - B (A + n) where p  ̂p P p
Bp(a + p + n), Bp(A - p + n) and Bp(A + n) are the binding 
energies of protons in the corresponding nuclei and A is 
the atomic weight of the target nucleus* The values of 
Bp and where taken from the compilation of Way, (l955).
The full line in Fig. III. 8(a) corresponds to a value of T « 
1.55 Mev., the average of the values of Ï in table III* 2 
obtained from the measured energy spectra. The agreement 
between theory and experiment in Fig. III. 8(a) is good, and 
can probably be made better by reducing the experimental error 
and evaluating the ; airing energy term more accurately.
(d) Discussion oi Similar measurements

Since the theory presented in Part I is applicable 
to all reactions involving the formation of compound nuclei, 
we have selected some of the experimental results of others, 
and without changing the published values, have rearranged the 
material so that it can ce compared more conveniently with 
the theory. We must point out that the values of temperatures 
T of the compound nuclei are those obtained by us, and are not 
stated by the various authors whose published work we have used 
in drawing up Fig. III. 8(b), III. 9» and III. 10.

Fig. III. 8(b) has been obtained from absolute cross 
sections for (n,a) reactions at an incident neutron energy of
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'H.

Cu

ENERGY OF PROTON (Mev) ,

Fig* III# 9 The modified (p,p*) apectra for = 18#2 Mev# 
as obtained from the measurements of Gmgelot (1954)*
The curves are arbitrarily displaced with respect to
;he ordinate scale#
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14 Mev. by Paul and Clarke (l955ij Forbes (1952) and Conner
(1953)* We find a theoretical relationship between the values» 
which cover a wide range in the periodic table, in the same 
way as was used to derive eqn* III (20); i.e.

where is the experimental value of the binding energy of 
the alpha particle in the compound nucleus.

By taking the ratio to the nearest element for 
which an experimental value of cr(n»a) is available, the 
coulomb terms roughly cancel out and we obtain:-

, cr, (n,a) cr (n,M) ^

"cr̂Tn".” ) ^  - \x^-^n2 " ®a2̂
III (23)

by neglecting the pairing energy terms for simplicity. In 
deriving egn. Ill (23) considerably greater approximations 
have been made than for eqn. Ill (22) but it is doubtful 
whether it is worth being more precise at this time as there 
are considerable differences in published experimental values 
of (n,a) cross sections. For some of the points plotted in 
Fig, III 8(b), (f(n,33̂ ') is equated to C7^ as we were unable 
to find a value for cT(n,p). The full lino in Fig.m.3b 
corresponds again to a value of T = 1.55 Mev. Despite the 
approximations and the experimental errors, there agsin 
appears to be reasonable agreement with the theory of section
III. 1.

In Fig. III. 9 we have redrawn the measurements by
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‘ ^Cu(p,n)®’ Zn Ep = l8.2 M«v 

‘ ’Cu (p,p')®^Cu Ed =18.3 Mev

>><% O

e n e r g y  o f  p a r t ic l e  (Mev)

Fig. III. 10 Modified spectra obtained from the measure
ments of Gugelot (1954) and Thompson (1957)*

ENERGY OF PROTON (Mtv)
Ô. 12 16 20 24

_  Z U C K E R

1Ô 20 22 24 26
ENERGY OF ALPHA PARTICLE

Fig. III. 11 Modified spectra obtained • from the measure
ments by Lucker (1958/ of the charged particle evaporation
from
spectrum

X -  proton spedtrum, # -  alpha particle

The curves are arbitrarily displaced with respect to 
the ordinate scale.



Gugelot (1954) of proton spectra at 150° in (p,p*) experiments at 
an incident proton energy of 18.2 lîev. Ignoring the direct effect 
(Cohen, 1957) at the higher emitted proton energies, we have ob
tained values of the temperatures T of the compound nuclei, and 
these are plotted as crosses in Fig. III. 7# The full lines in 
Fig. III. 9 have been drawn to obtain the temperatures, and the 
ordinates of the curves are arbitrarily displaced for convenience. 
While there is considerably more uncertainty in obtaining tempera
tures from (p,p*) experiments due to the apparently greater contri
bution from the direct effect when the incident and emitted particle 
is the same, it can be seen from the crosses in Fig. III. 7 that 
Gugelot*s results can be used to obtain temperatures similar to 
those found by us in (n,p) reactions.

In Fig* III. 10 we have redrawn the results of Gugelot
(1954) and Thomson (1957) for 6u(p,p*) and Cu(p,n) at incident 
proton energies of 16.2 Lev. and 18.1 Lev. respectively. As would 
be expected from the theory of section III. 1 the temperatures 
are the same when deduced from the parts of the spectra less 
likely to be affected by multiple particle emission or direct 
effects. The value of the temperature deduced from the straight 
line in Fig. III. 10 is also plotted in Fig. III. 7»

Zucker (1958) has measured the energy ppectra of protons 
and alpha particles from at an excitation energy of 39*5 Lev.
formed by bombarding with ions. We have plotted his
results against emitted particle energy in Fig. III. 11 and again 
it will be'^noticed that the temperature of the compound nucleus 
is essentially the same when deduced from the spectra of either 
emitted particle. The value of the tempe:, ature obtained from 
Fig. III. 11 is plotted as a triangle in
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Fig. Ill* 7 ûnd is considerably lower than the \alues of 
temperature obtainer from (n,p),(p,p*) and (p,n^ experiments* 
Possibly this is due to considerably greater ’’surface oscilla
tions” occurring during the emission time in this tjpe of 
reaction in which two large nuclei fuse together*

In Fig* III. 7 we have also included a value of T 
obtained from the energy spectra of Sargent and Bertozzi (1957) 
for the reaction (-y *n) in gold and tantallum. The value is 
shown by a half filled circle and appears to be consistent 
with the general trand of values obtained from other reactions,
(e) Apulication of the Detailed Balance 

Foi-mula to Experimental Results
The analysis of the results presented here has been 

carried out in terms of the description of evaporation theory 
proposed in section III. 1. The desirability of the proposed 
formulae relative to the usual detailed balance formula of 
ïïcisskopf has also been discussed in the same section* How
ever, some details of application of the later lormula to 
experimental measurements have become apparent during this 
work and they will be iscussed in the present section.

At first it should be pointed out that while the 
usual formula III (2) with assumption (c) remove I is not

^ Sadequate this may be because of assumption (a) i.e. OJ(E )=e *
The author has shown that if the measured o^(E ) for a ^^HiP
target is fitted to formula III (l) with C O ĵ (e*)cxi

exp (aE*)^^ the level density parameter f^ is well defined
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• a l p h a  p a r t i c l e
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-^" Î-5-64

f,-IO'0«*

i 12*5 3-0 3-5 4*0
VTE^ (Mev)f̂

Fig# III# 12 An illustration of the method of obtaining 
the level density parameter by application of the detailed 
balance formula# The experimental data used is that of 

Zucker (1958) for evaporation from
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and equal>to 10.3 Lev. in approximate agreement with Lang and 

Lc Conteur (1954)# Thus it is seen that the (E*) ^ variation 
is important, hiien this type of analysis is applied to the 
results of Zucker (1958) for the proton and alpha particle 
spectra from values of = 7*43 and 10.05 respectively
are obtained. The latter results and the method of analysis 
as depicted in Fig. XXi. From this it appears that to test

/ 2 -t

accurately the validity of inserting ttA  + l)?^
into the detailed balance formula it is necessary toh AL

show the existence of an adequate formula for co as a function 
of E , A and other variables such as even or odd neutron and 
proton numbers i.e. a formula in which the coefficients f are 
constant. This seems to be possible only by the teaious method 
of successive approximation and fitting and will require revision 
as the range of E* and A arc extended, (See Lang and LeCouteur,

1954).
(f) Conclusions

The agreement between many experimental results and the 
section

theory presented in ^TEL.I is sufficiently good to encourage the 
belief that the concepts of impulsive emission through a static 
nuclear surface barrier followed b;/ a relatively long relaxation 
time for the residual nucleus to reach an equilibrium energy dis

tribution, are valid in a, description of the emission of particles 
from compound nuclei.

It is expected that further experimental lesuits will be 
found to be consistently explained by reasonable modifications and
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developments in the particular models used to obtain the 
equilibrium properties of compound nuclei and the "probability 
of transmission of particular particles out through the sur
face berrier#
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PART IV THE VARIATION 0? TH I, RRCAY TXI.":: ID Csl (T1)

FOR PARTICLES OF DIFFERENT ICKIEATIOK uEHSITY 
IV. 1 (a) Introduction

In the scintillation counter the light produced by an 
ionizing particle in the fluorescent material is converted by 
the photomultiplier into an electrical pulse with the same time 
variation. It is generally believed that the decay time of the 
fluorescence is independent of the nature of the radiation 
detected and therefore, that only information about the energy 
loss occuring can be derived from the pulse. For this reason, 
it is necessary,when the type of particle cannot be deduced 
with certainty indirectly, to measure pulse heights produced by 
the same particle in at least two separate scintillators. How
ever, this usually results in an apparatus with much reduced 
efficiency. Accordingly, in many measurements of weak reactions 
the experimenter is often confronted with the difficult problem 
of choosing between a low statistical accuracy end an uncertain 
background.

In section III. 2 several spectra of protons from 
(n,p) reactions have been presented. In this particular experi
ment the nature of the particle being detected is fairly well 
established. However, in desirable extensions of the work this 
no longer remains true. In Fig. III. 4 the background is seen 
to rise as the channel number drops below 20 (which co responds 
to the absorption of 4 Lev. protons in the scintillator). iVhen 
spectra similar to those of Fig. III. at lower pulse heights,
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were nieaLured the background was observer, to rise more rapidly 
and soon exceed the signal cue to protone* This background is 
due to electrons* In another proposed extension of this work, 
the measurement of alpha particle spectra the number of proton 
pulses will greatly exceed that of alpha pulses* Because of the 
smallness of the total thickness of material necessary to absorb 
an alpha particle or a low energy proton it would be difficult 
to build a two scintillator evice with the first scintillator 
sufficiently thin for use in either of the proposed experiments* 

However, our particular problem as well as the more 
general one of the proceeding paragraph could be resolved if 
further information could be extracted from the shape of the 
pulse from a single scintillator* It is therefore of practical, 
as well as theoretical, interest to consider whether there is 
any variation for diifererit particles in T  , the mean life of 
the main pulse in CsI(TI), a commonly used scintillating material* 
(Although the fluorescent efficiency of Csl(l’l) is less than thàt 
of Hal(Tl), its excellent physical and mechanical properties 
make it preferable in most applications*)

Van Solver and hofstadter (1951), using an KCA 5819 
photomultiplier, have found a value for T  of 1.1 2  8.1 sec for 
fast electrons in Gsl(Tl), whereas Eonanomi and Rossel (1952), 
using the same type of photomultiplier, give a value of 0*6 psec 
for polonium alpha particles.cHnocpfel et al.(l956), using an 
HCA 6655 • s.nd also measuring qr for altd-a particles obtain a 
value of 0.55 tisec* Possibly these results have not been inter-
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preted rs due to dlfferracc in purticle, because it is known 
that other factors can significantly influence the measured 
lifetime*

ITnoepfel et al* (1957) bave found that for alpha 
particles in Csl(ïl) varies with temperature. Zby and Jentschke 
(1954} have shown that T' is the same for alphas and electrons 
in Kaï(ïl), but varies with thallium concentration* From these 
last results, it would be reasonable if the different values of 

measured in CeI(TI) were at least partly due to a difference 
in the concentration of thallium, in the crystals used. Kallmann 
and Brucker (1957)» using an EGA 5819? have measured T^for fast 
electrons and alpha particles in a range of organic and inorganic 
crystals not including GsI(TI) and find no significant difference* 

Summarizing the results of all the above experiments, 
it can be stated that while different values of T  have been 
observed for alpha particles and electrons in CsI(TI), no such 
effect has been found in the main current pulse of other scintilla
tors, and the measured values of may be expected to vary with 
temperature, concentration of thallium and, possibly, type of 

t Giaul tiplicr*
In the experiments described below, these last three 

factors were kept constant, and'T'has been measured for different 

energies of alpha particles, protons, and electrons.
(b) Experimental method

The Csl(ïl) crystal was obtained from the Harshaw 
Chemical Coiripjany who stated that the molar concentration of 

thallium was 0*l̂ o. The dimensions of the crystal were 1*5 cmxO*9 mm



rnô it was mounted by fine wires on a DuLont 6292 photomultiplier
parallel to the photocathode at a distance of 3*5 cm. A highly-
reflecting aluminium cylinder, 3*5 cm. in diameter by 3*5 cm. in
length, with a very thin aluminium end window was used as a light 

*reflector. This arrangement has been found to give good pulse 
height resolution for photomultipliers with photocathodes which 
are not quite uniformly sentitive.

The current pulses from the photomultiplier were inte
grated, the leakage time constant being 86 psec. The integrated 
current pulses, or voltage pulses, were then fed through a cathode 
follower and a matched delay line of 1.7 jisec to a Tektronix 517^
cathcde-ray oscilloscope, measurements were made on three time

—1 —1 —1scales, 0.2 psec cm , 0.5 iisec cm" and 2 jisec cm . The pulses
on the oscilloscope were photographed, projected on a large screen 
and carefully traced on fine graph paper.

The time base speeds on the Tektronix oscilloscope were 
compared with the period of a crystal controlled, standard 
frequency oscillator, Furzehill type G415* This was done by 
using the crystal controlled oscillator to check the frequency 
scale of a variable frequency oscillator, type Advance 62.
Using convenient frequencies for each time base, the train of 
sine waves was randomly triggered, photographed and then pro
jected and traced in the same way as the pulses from the 
GsI(t i ). The probable error in the calibration was 2  1/̂ # The 
time base speeds indicated on the oscilloscope appeared to be 
systematically 2/b higher than those given by our calibration.
Our results have been corrected for this difference.
*This was the crystal-target assembly of section III. 2
(see Fig. III. l).



The electron source was the photopeak and Conpton 
spectrum in the crystal for gamma % ays (E = 661 kev*)*
A polonium source (5*3 Lev.) was used at different distances 
from the crystal to jive alpha particles of different energies. 
Higher energy alpha particles wore obtained by bombarding boron 
10 with yju kev. douterons. From other experiments with a 
multichannel pulse height analyser, we have verified that most 
of the pulses in a limited region of the energy spectrum can be 
attributes to the reaction ^^B(d, a)^Ee (d = I7.8, 14*91 Lev.), 
high energy protons were obtained from the reaction ^^B(d, p)^^B 
(a = 9.23, 7.09, 4*77 Mev.).

Five different values of the photomultiplier voltage 
were used to malce the pulse height on the oscilloscope about 
the same for 1 Lev. alpha particles, 4*8 Mev. elpha particles, 

660 kev. electrons, 2 Mev. protons and 8.5 Lev. protons. The 
change in photomultiplier gain at these dilfes ent voltages was 
later measured using a Hutchinson-Scarrott ICO-channel pulse 
height analyser. Knowing the differences in gain at the five 
voltages, all of the graphs of the voltage pulses could be 
normalized to the same gain.
(c) Results

7/hen the photographs of the voltage pulses were pro
jected on a large screen, it was immediately obvious that the 
pulses due to alpha particles were rising more rapidly than 
those due to electrons, and that the rise time of the proton 
pulses lay somewhere between the two.
See sections II. 2 and II. 3 and in particular Fig. II. 8 

for the actual spectrum used.
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ÿ Alpha particle 
+ Low energy proton 
X High energy proton 
•  Electron

I

•I 0-15

0-10

0-.06 KX)40 60
p  (kev mg"'cm-*)

IV. 1 The minimum mass separation using Cs I(TI) as 
a single crystal detector. Vi and are the voltage 

pulse heights at 0.5 psec and 4 psec respectively.

Inset: T  m as a function of p  the average
ionization density#
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llic graphs of the voltage pulses v.ere aiiL.lysed in

t.vo In the first method, voltage pulse heights V_i and V .a 4
#cro measure, at 0*5 pscc and 4 p-sec* These values were then
normalized to allow lor the changes.in gain of the photomultiplier
at the different voltages used in the experiments, .̂'hen this

was done, the values of Vi were plotted against V., and thes“ 4
result is shown fig. IV. 1 in which different symhols are used 
for points arising from different types of particles, rt can 

he scnn thfit there arc three distinct loci for tae points, one 
for each type of particle. The width of the loci Cc-n be calcu

lated, if the number of phoboelectrons releasea from the photo

cathode per unit proton energy ic known, from the width of the 
peaks in the pulse height spectra meaoure.i. on a multichannel 
pulse height analyser, we estimate this number to be greater 

than 50CG i=er 10 IJev. Choosing a fixed value of Vi for 1C x.Iev. 
rrotous, the percentage spread in the corresponding value of

V. is therefore about 1); since V-, ‘gV.. Only pile up of4 y  4
pulses at very high counting rates can further increase the 

width of the loci. fig. IV, 1 can be obtained ufrectly using 
the X and I plates of an. oscilloscope and the mass separation 

can be further increased by a suitable choice of bandwidths 

of amplifiers for Vi and V..i: 4
In the second method of analysis, the graphs were 

corrected for the leakage time constant of 86 psec, and then 

carefully differentiate to obtain the hhape of the current 

pulses. This was aone for electrons of 66ü kev. protons of
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Fig, IV, 2 Decay curves in CsI(TI) for different 

particles*
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8.6 and 2.2 L'cv. and alibr, : articles of 4*S kev. two pulses 

■being nnalycad in each cr.se. The advent G go of Treasuring the 

voltage pulse and then differentiating it, rather than 

measuring the current pulse directly is that it allows a 

flexible ccmprocise between tine resolution end charge fluctu
ation, then the derivatives cf the voltage pulses were plotted, 

it was found that the current pulses rose with a time constant 

of 5G 2  MpsGc, which is attributed to the bandwidth of the 

deloy cable and transit time variations in the DuHont 62A2,

The effect of this rise time on the measured valuer, of Tf was 

vary small, but the initial decay rates were corrected to allow 

for its effect. All of the :erive^ current pulses were then 

normalised to unity àttine zero, and the results for the different 

particles %;lottoi in fig. IV. 2. Values have not been plotted 

for the region 1*6-4 puec because residual mismatch of the 

delay lino may render them uncertain.

It can bo seen from Fig. IV. 2 that,the decay of the 

current pulse can be conveniently described in terns of two 

components in each case, an initial fast decay and a slow con- ‘ 

x-onent. If a third component exists with mean life of 2-3 
psac. we estimate that it must contribute less than about 5/̂  

to the total voltage pulse at 17 psec. The subtraction of the 

comi^on slew component which has a value of 7 2  û.p psec from 
the ini bial decay shewn in Fig. IV. 2, gives the results shown 
in the table, for the average li...etim-'T during the time inter

nal 0.1 psec-1.6 psec* For comparison, the energy of the



particles used and the .average ionisation, densityp  defined, 

es the c-riCT-ry divided by the rauyo, are also given in tohle

IV. 1.. rpe range for the electron taken from the empirical 

.formula of iirtz ond I enfold (l95^) has been increased by a 

factor of two to try to allow for electron scattering in the 

c.rystal.
Table IV. 1

e p P a
Particle IJl ectrcn Pro t c n Proton Alpha
knergy E (ilev. ) 0.66 8.6 2.2 4.0
^(ki v. cm*^) 1.1 4 2 .5 ICO 680
T(vieec) 0.7O2 0 .025 0.6020,02 0 .52+P'Cl 0 .425+0 .0 1

'T%qn.(psec) 0 .6 9 5 C.60 0 .5 1 9 0 .4 2 3

^  1 .5 120 .05 1.5620.08 1.49*0.03 0 .7 5 20 .04

600 1 2 0 .0 5 1 .1820.05 1 .0 4 2 0 .0 5 0 .40+0 .0 3

I /fmax' I.O2 0 .I 1,752^'^ 1 .9  ±3,2 1.1520.1
R 0 .5 0  0 .5 5 0 .3 0 0 .2 5

The var:lation of *T with p  encourages us to believe
that *T may be a continuous function of « Consideration of

the number and accuracy of the Toints available docs not permit

US to de;; ive the function very accurately. However the general

behaviour is illustrated b’’ the empirical formula 7  ̂, =min
( rUSX ^ i n )  (-/V^) which is suggested by the values
in thble IV*1 and also by the loci of j'ig. IY*1 The inset in

Fig. iV.l is a logarithmic plot of TT. against^ , The
-1 -2value of obtained from this graph is yj = 95 2  15 kev. mg cm ,
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if *7̂  . = 0.^15 aacl T' =: 0.685 uooc, our bestrnxn ‘ max ‘ '
estimates of ̂  for alphas o.iid electrons respectively. The

velues *T in table IV. 1 are calculated frou the empirical eqn
fôrnala using the above values.

Since all of our reeultc could be nor.ialirVKL to the 

same electronic gain, v;e have been able to estimate the 

relative voltage pulse height per unit ener^gy (or efficiency) 

for the different particles. Two efficiencies are given in 

the table IV. 1: p. is defined as the efficiency for lightX. p
omitted in the time range up to 1.5 [icoc, and €oo is the

efficiency for .infinite time based on the assumption that there

arc no contributions from components longer than the common 7

uSCO component. Derived values of I /2, the relative peak f max' ^
currents per unit energy, and of h the ratio of the light 

output ill the long component to the total light output are

also ,;iven in this table.

(d) -Discussion

Our results show that in Csl(fl) the efficiency and 
the liecay time of the fluorescence vary with the density of 

ionization. It might be thought that both effects would be 

relate: and arise free the smse cruse. Kallmann and Drucher 

(1957) have shewn tliat in a wide anriety of scintillators which 

enbibit eiiicioncy quenching effects which vary with ionization 

density there is i.c evidence for any variation in the decay 

time. Kallmann concludes that the nren part of the quenching, 

at least in the organic scintillators, is finished before any



appreciable amount of light is emitted. It might be expected 
that a similar fast quenching effect occurs to some extent in 

inorganic scintillators, but that in CsI(TI) there nay also be 

a slower mechanism for quenching, which competes with the pro

cess of emission during the time of emission* Since the 

efficiency of Cs I(TI) (and also Lil Eu), Schenck and boiler 

1954) appears to first increase with ionization and then 
decrease, while the fast quenching mechanisms observed in the 

organic crystals lead to a monotonie decrease in efficiency, 

it is necessary to look for a slow quenching mechanism, which

will result in the efficiency increasing with increasing
of T

ionization density. If the observed variation ^ with ionization 

is attributed to a transport (or recombination) mechanism (Curran 

1953), slow quenching occurring durin - the transport time to 

the emitting centres would result in a greater decrease in 

efficiency for smaller ionization densities, which correspond 

to longer decay times. Thus, qualitatively, this interpreta

tion of our results would explain the observed variations of 

efficiency and lifetime with ionization density. Such a 

mechanis’a, including fast quenching, contains so many adjustable 

parameters that it is possible that the results for Csl(Tl) 

could bo explained quantitavèly, particularly as a transport 

mechanism would lead to a hyperbolic decay law which would be 

in rough agreement with our results. However, we have esti

mated transport or recombination times for Csl(Tl) and those 

are very much shorter than the observed decay times. Because 

of this fundamental discrepancy it seems unlikely that our results
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can le explained in ieruc of this . icchanism.,

Clnco the efficiency variation apx'Cars to depend 

i.iainlp cn the fact quenching ivhich is expected to be izide- 

2 cndcnt of the emission prococo, v/o now go on to consider a 

possible inteip:etation of the variation of 'T nithp  inde

pendently of the variation of efficiency#

The dependence of T*on so many different factors, and 
the liritations of the prooenn experiments nokc it necessary 

to he cautious in coiit ering the ohserv'ed variation cf'T v:ith 

ionisation density s.nd the ü esuits of ethers in experiments on 

C&i(hl/ crystals# There is, l.cwcv'rr, a very striking similarity 

hotnecn the variation of T' for alpha articles in Csl (ip- il) as 

a function cf temperature measured hp- hnoepicl ot ali (1 95 7) 

using an hCA do55 and oar own results 1er the variation of 

with ionization density at cens Lent temperature. Ihioepiel 

et al# find that Tfor alpha particles decreases to a Uniting 

value as the terpen'atiiro is increased to room temperature,

he have plotted the logarithm of T - I k  as a function ofli
temper at Lire using their results, and find that ' •

T  - T p  oc csp (-t/ï^)

where = 13.5^'^ 2  This empirical expression can be
compared with our ovmi results expressed as - "7^ oxp

—1 —2
v.nere = 95 2  ^9 kev# mg cm .iiic similarity of the tv/o
e:q;rcerlcnc, in each of which is the value found for alpha

particles suggests ti.at the effect of changing the particle

ioaizaticn dern: Ity Is to change the effective local temperature
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at which tho emission jci.es place. If the change in local 

temperature is i.roportioual to p  then it io possible to 
deduce our results for different particles at the same tempera

ture irom those of hnoopfel et al. for the sorc particle at 

dii 1 eient ter.pcratui‘Gs.
Cur results r.icy be explained in teres of a. simple 

model employing two sets oi electron tra% s at different energy 

levels. Decoy of tlie trap occurs ivhcn it receives enough 
thermal energy to reach mi excited state, decoy from which 

leads to fluorescence. it is supposed that tiie higher energy 
trap is responsible for the short lifetimes, while the lower 

energy trap gives rise to the 7 pcec lifetime. The difference 
in the two lifetimes is -me to the energy di:.'fere :ce between 

tne trap and the levels responsible for fluorescence. It 

■would be expected that the trap with the smaller energy 

difference would be acre ensceptibl- to temperature changes 

than the other one. This would, explain the difference in the 

short lifetimes for different particles if different values of 
p  correspond to different effective temperatures in the material 

surrounding the track, and would also account dor the common 

long lifetime,

in the table u is ths ratio of the light emitted due 

to Li;e long lilet.m.ie (7 pscc) to the total light erittcd. It 
is seen that the shorter the initial lifetime, the less there 

is of the loiio 0011;. on out. This effect, also seen in Fig. IV. 2 
tuggosLs that the lowsr energy trap is fed from th.e higher one
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in competition with the normal transition to the radiating' state* 

In this cose, the liietivie for decay fron one trap to another 

mrot he of the order of 1 jisec*
fhis interpretation of onr results would lead us to 

exrect a considerahly greeter change in the values of T  for 

different particles in CslfTl; than are given here if the crystal 
temperature is lowered below room temperature. This result 
follows fron tho behaviour of T  as a function of temperature 
observe for alpha particles bp Knoepfel et al* and would result 
in a considerable increase in the particle separation shoTm in 

I’ig. IV. 1.
If this preliminary interpretation of our results is 

correct, it seems likely that similar effects nay occur in 

other crystals in which non-radiatiny states arc involved. It 
is possible, however, that it is onlp^ in CsT(TI) that the 

charrcteristics of the resonance energy transfer are such as 

to result in a conveniently large variation in T"as a function 

of avail ah ].e temperatures, and trius to a useful variation of 

7^ for different particles.

Another quite different interpretation of our results 
is that the variation in ionisation density results in a 

different distribution in the initial population of radiating 

states. The o'bserveu variation in the value of T'would then 

reflect the different contributions of many radiating states 

with different decay tir'.es. The sim lest cæA most extreme 

COSO would bo +wn rodiatin; • states cori-erpondiny to the values
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of Tobserved for alpha martIdes and electrons. It is not 
possible from our present results, to deduce from the straight
ness cf the log plots of the current pulses due to protons 
\7}:otl:fei the values of "T oh nerved for protens are ' ue to a 
cc-hi.nation of two lifetimes or one single lifetime, however, 
the order of magnitude of t"e values of T  observed seems more 
consiotGnt with those to be expected for traps rather than for 
radi ating stat es*

A possible interpretation of the results given here 
could have been that the original decay of the main light pulse 
from tho tracks of the particles is the same but complex* Since
the path length of the light passing through the crystal to the 
pliotocathodo increases in our experiments with increasing , 
differential absorption of the longer components in the light 
pulse would tend to a shorter measured decay time for higher 
values of yO . However, Wells (private communication) of this 
department, has found substantially the same values of T  as 
we have for alpha particles and electrons in a different Gsl 
(O.lpTl) crystal, obtained from the harshaw Chemical Company 
oix .ioiiths later than the one usoi in the experiments described 
here. The crystal which Wells used was about three times the 
thick:.ess of our crystal and was mounted using silicone grease. 
In both cases we believe that the crystals were cut from the 
interior of a much larger block of material and therefore that 
the thallium concentration is uniform throughout our crystals*

It is hoped that further measurements, particularly on 
the emission spectrum for the different particles, will help to
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it is ap: ropriaoe rn this final part ci the thocio 

to consider what nas been achieved and what shoula be under
taken next in order tc further our understanding of thèse 

problems.

As discussed in section Ï. 5 the initial experiment 
was based to some extent on the assignment by Bash];in et al, 

(l9!?5) of a 9/2 spin to the 7#6l i.:ev* capture level, The 
analysis of the expcririental evidence in section II, 1 shows 
that the spin ol this level is in fact -& or j/f. Accordingly, 

it appears that I,o obtain sufficient information to de termine 
the spins 6Uid paritiv.a of the first three eacited states it 
will be necessary to measure in detail the transitiens from 

the higher capture levels which are beyond tlie range of t’lG 
present accelerator, however, since Ihe v;ori; of Par ion ct al, 

(1959) suggests that the lesolution may not have been adequate 

in the early ê >périments which determined the number of energy 

levels, a careful experiment should be undertalc en to determine, 

if possible, whether the 9*27 Lev. level is not in fact a 

doublet before further cuigular distributions are carried out. 

Such an experiment would require thé use of the (d,n) reaction 

and the method of Bonner and Cook (1954/ for slow neutron 

thresholds,

in general Lhe (p,f; reaction is a valuable source 

of information and much work remains t? be done, however, 

most of this requires measurement of aUi^ular ils tribat ion 3 or
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narrclatioms vn th coaai t" arable accuracy- In a region wlierc 

oeveral garr ra rayn con tribeto to the spectra. Since the 

9 in. 2bxX(Tl) detector (if necessary with colligation) gives 
tho best séparation of th.e gerra ray con tribut ions it will 
be -aidely uccd in 1 utero - ork,

The ^^r>(djpT )̂ .̂f meo.curc'.aents have been successfully 
interpreted in terns cf ordinary stripping theory arnj of rn 
incoherent ccntrilution fror. 6cutcron capture chiefly at a 

*‘brc'0‘; level" of ?9*7 lev. excitation In The, lack of
agreerr.ent hetuocn the %haoo shifts of the deforcle formula 

and the agreement with the strou:: cou3on:b stripping theory 
so far ac this could he tested suggests simply that in the 

.̂ig:(d5p)^% g reaction the do fordo fortiUla is not an adequate 
approximation. It may, however, prove oaticlT-.ctcryat higher 
eriergier! where the cculcnh ofiv cte are v;onl’.er. Although the 

present intorprctatioTie of cur experimental data or? low 

energy dcujteron erperimontr have been in general successful 

it must be rereenbored that this is a very small and porliapsg 

not too typicol crarple of that potentially avofilable. Con

siderable furtil or experimental work will therefore be required 
to establish these various descriptions v/ith coz'talnty and to 

déliait the region of r.pp'licability for each. From a theoretical 

ôir:1 cf view the expected variation of the i>hase fiiifts of 
the dr Perde forieule as the coulomb effects increase must be 

investia&tcd no re tbcreu!- hly for comparison with the theory and 

tc ensure that thcv tend to\vf:,rcl the strou'; coulonb description
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Ol xcr Aar tiro ci on end of iieuenUarn et al* The latter 
requires as a p r i o r i t y  the deveioi-aient oi a ;.xthcu of 
calculating the angular distributions ior non z o i c  values 
of the angular Momentum of tho captured nucleon* In the 
intermediate case it must be assume., tnat the ordinary 
stripping is replaced by a suitable coulomb distorted 
stripping in the combination vv.̂ lh une coLgJound nucleus con
tribution* In this complex region accurate and extensive 
measurements are required to obtain the vrlues of the many 
parameters which will be present* although the (d,p> reaction 
has been used to inv^atigate nuclear level par-ame ters in a 
limited sense in this picseat work its full use as a tool in 
nuclear spectroscopy awaits more complete understanding of 
the reaction mechanism*

B y  careful attention to the reduction of background 
a high efficiency single scintillator method of measuring the 
proton spectra from (n,p; reactions has been developed and 
applied to several isotopes* the possible extension cl this 
technique to measurement of the spectra of tue other possible 
charged pioducts emittea by an excited nucleus (in ü i o  unavoid» 
able presence of the yield from this dominant (n,Py reaction) 
has been indicated by tne demonstration of the variation of 
the decay time characteristic of QsI(T1; with tho natare of 
the particle absorbed, hince this work was complete Hr, C* 
P’obe. tson of this laboratory has developed cm apparatus which 
is able to distinguish electronically between alpha particles
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and electron pulses and to record the spectrum separately of 

either in the presence of the other* hr* Itobcrtson also 

plans neasurenent of alj.ha particle spec ra in (n, a) 
reactions. Measurements such as this of different charged 

particle sx^ectra and measurements over a wide range of 

excitation^energies of the compound nucleus will do much to 

establish e.ii exact descrix;tion of the evaporation process 

and will lead to a more quantitative equation of state for 
nuclei*

Ax?art from its obvious importance in nuclear 

detection technique the decay characteristic of CsI(TI) 
has considerable intrinsic interest. V/e have suggested 

that the variation observed may be due to a local heating 
effect* It is obvious that more information about this 

possibility may be obt£iiric-d by measuring the •- ecay time at 

a scries of different ambient tcinpeiraturos. This is being 

carried out in detail by Mr. G* dells of this laboratory 

whose preliminary results indicate that the effect becomes 

larger as the temperature is reduced below 0^ C. In a 
similar manner the effect on this phenomenon of other 

relevant variables such as the portion of the spectra of 

the light emitted from the scintillator nay also be inves

tigated.
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Geometrical /no lys in of (n# r ) jVcT.sratus
hz ordor tc obtain the alcelvto velue of CT" (n, p)

( 0  p, ly; {l'i-.riic per nucleno ;çer A ov. inter-/al of Fpj it was
nocessaiy- to calculate ccr aivi geometrical factors which relate
the rcaito2'-'d nuloc height ê 'ectra rcacured in tiio experiment
to this hcoiiea.. reaction i.:.arc-/actcr. Usually nuclear reaction
products oro /eouvred in circi-/.rtancca in which the detector
ouhtcndr a conotr.nt colid co.gic to Turloiio parts of the source
and in idr'.ch the cf f cc he of fini to solid angle are rregligible#
...orcover, Ihia; gco;"‘ctry remits in tho article "beam detected
being suffi etc i tin pai.allel that tho loss cf energy in any
ah8orbing layer which / ay ooyoT olo sc '/roe and detector in
effectively the o v/o for ail particles of the «or-io initial
energy# In otnsr rordc, yieldo are usually cufficiertly great
that a ulfOylc y eo mo try nay be obtained at the exronse of
detection efficiency# In our exyeriment eificicncy v/as so
essential that it not yoroihle to satisfy any of the above
simplify ar oui:pticr:.c in the final form of the apparatus#
Moreove::, no description cf our geometry woe fornd in the
liten’iituro of the subject. The following analysis vnas
therefoi'o undertaken by the author. If the average neutron
flux in a volume V in i/Iiich (n, ;;) reactions arc being con-

oEidered is ly per sac. per erf a.nd the nunbor of protons pro-
%duced per sec# per ster# pee? nov. interval I'Ov Cr.i is

» (e ,  E )dV d Q  dE dt = N .  C T ( 0  , E ) A dV dS^ dE dt ( a i )P p p ' __f____  p p o
W
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Fig. Al DiagrajQis illustrating the detail ev ge one try 
of the (n,p) apjjaratus (see text).



where is the cross section per Lev. per ster. forP P
proton pi 0 due tie V» end yO ore the atonic weight and density 
of the target material and is Avogalro’s niarber. Cur 
particular goonctry consisto of two c:linear discs of equal 
diameters* One5 the target in whioh the protons are produced 
and the otlicr tna r;c.intillator in which they are detected* In 
Fig.Al(a) the lower circle I'cpresents tho adj^nont face of the 
scintillator az.d the upper circle a plane within tha target disc 
at a distance 1 ahovc its lower surface* In Fig.Al(b) the 
thickness f of the tar pet disc, is cua.ppe rated in order to show 
the qua.ntit,y r which, is the r.casurc cf proton 011 orgy loss 
occurring' beiorc- the proton leaves the target* In order to 
sin'pi if y 'I he calculation v.c net cr'(wi j =s and say
that any proton incident on the adjacent face of the scintillator 
is adequately detector, hut there ar-su Lptions will he discussed 
later*

hhG nuuher ci protons produced in a volume dV = dl dA^
in tho target por see* per dev* lubervul ritd incident cn an area
dA of the scintillator face is s

ip <r(E^) k^f> (e.l ÎÂ ) pup cos (A2)
W (

Suhs'bituting and integrating î/ü find the total ntniher of 
detected protens iproduced in the layer dl and emitted between 
Q and Q + d0 to he*

f
iq o' (E ) ^  dl 2 7T Bin edOT2 tf> M b  (AJ)
■iiiini iwii , i r WLii — Mi l l  iM  I I  — q VJ



v/here since p = co

to TTir F(w , i; P)

lihe total numb G r ol wrote no dr tccwoi "'o- o-o, :: . 'GV#

(A4)

interval may bo thou urittcn

i) C03
2 rr i:., a yo v

I';'

0 3 -  0-/
I y* Al ^  sin Gi' \y g u, l) diî (A5)
àJ 0

l‘he uppL.r lii-iï lAiOtn is valid because T  muox bo Iocs than
lor detect ion but A(Q) vanishes at W tan"~^3&j and in

the goo::Kitries used this grave the effective upper limit for E ^p
6 Lev#

r-inco the oloctrical pulac cbtafnud when a proton
pas cos ‘'hrcugh a Col (I'l j detector Id cloncly proportional
to the- f. .iLi'prp expended in the crystal, the energy spectrum, of
protonc ( mit ted in a (n, tj) reaction cf(E^) can be obtainedP
fron the pulse height spectrum vith corrections only for the
enorp.y loss in tho ta.rf:et material, Ihose are evaluated in

terms of T which is that part of the proton track which falls
within the target volume. That is, if ? i^rotcn is produced

with an energy" and expends an amount of energy in

Ihe detector then ior each IJ there rill be a distribution 
wKicK ^

n(6^^0^can bo found from the corresponding distribution

^ (r, Ep).
n(rE may be found by substituting dl = cos Q dr inP

eqn, (5) and integrating over 6, Thus
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Figt A2 Calculated pulse height spectra for monoenergetic
proton groups at E *= 4» and 12 Mev* ^  is the ratio

^ 2B
of the target-detector spacing to the mutual diameter.
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n. (r, E ) _ 2-7rcr(E ) H..A pV 
^ ' n X or T F ( e , u ,B ) d ^

^coe”Y-̂ ]| ^ (A6)
— \  r  /

the lower limit Doing ion In the limit ior
'•p TT ,TOoo:etrg” P V ) = 1 rnd T?i;; liave for tho value of the integral

tl > and
3)< r <. R

It i& alao integrating to note that in tliie ]imit the total 

number of pro tone detected nor sec. per IIev, interval of E canj/
be cbtalncd as

2 TT <r(Eg A  - B j  (A'7)
vw

by integrating (// ov:r n i : i  { C j  iy.\ y."i 11 an eubatitnting in (5/
If r  ̂ r̂ =s I'! (r% ie tue reaidual range covrespending 

to the L loaa in tiio da Leo h.:ip then

•*( '̂ J = 2'rra-{aJ i>.A.„.£7 * ( e., ü^> (A8)
where

P' P - P' "'l-'V ; r
.'. 0

f(6^, ?;_) =  ___1 _ ___ r .gia-g^g gw,u,Bj dtt"  ̂ IclE/drJ B ,J-1, B > ^
w iw A  •«-—‘/A

irapezoidal numerical iniagrc.iion has bean used to obtain

f ( 6 y,; }:!..) for i) = 15 eg* cn,*"~ in copter (li (li) and dh/dr-i i' 2
wore obta': ned from 111 a on and far a haw (1555/ end Kich and dadey 
(l954; fo:'. n 1 ew valuus of h'.̂̂ and p/l I, l'hese are shown in 
I'ig.AP, It la sec’i that incrc a si:: g u/z B or reduces the 
characteristic low energy tail, the area under a curve

(Aé)



€rPI ( t = J' I ( $ E ) d G  .. ie ec]ual to the ratio of the
numhor ci' protons dotoclod in iho roj/tinular oircni'RtarLGes to 
the nuisbcr w'̂ tch would ho dctocwed in a ? "TT goooetry with 
1/r = V# Uab.ieot to tlio izrltlal aaou/. y tiers f (6 , )

dGooriloo co'tslctoly tho Tooi'jctrical sffecto oïi the relation 
between the observed pulse height epectrm ^  ) end 0'(B,^),

y
TTcr(E : £ ( 6 , K ) d II (AlO)■)- D 'C' :: '

dw,.,ce i '= J (o/lBj, It to ce.rvGuient to
calculate the let bow. the ’J (m, j>,̂ ) needed for the n-anerical 

intégrât ior of (p) to (iC ) c;ui be readily obtained from this.

A brief at to apt \:e:: -.ale to f'.nd V [b/VAi) a,* laly ti crlly « This 
having felled, nuiraicel integrations wore ncrfuiTicd using 

him. son*e ;r;d /ndsie 'h,ilcn with intervale of 0.1J]| end using 

lausE*G dethod with live values of tho integrand (see, for 

example I/argennu and .uurpiy 1,1943}* ihe values obtained were 

in agreement to about one percent, ‘ihe rioro accurate values 

obtain eel vstng Gauss * s lothod are given in Table- A.1» dhese 

are accurate to about 5 iwiita in tho fourth figure after tho 

cie cine 1 po int •
S/il ]y(b/2ii)U.L l.OdOO
0.1 .0700
0 .2  .7469
0 .3  .6237
V .

V.5 .5910
C.O .2049
C.7 .1683
0 .0  .1042
0.9 .03741.0 .0000

Table A l
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Since in this experiment the energy spectra of 

protons emitted from the compound nucleus are being studied, 
it is necessary to avoid, as far as possible, contributions 
from the direct effect# At this time the contribution to the 
total cross section from this source is estimated to be about 
10^# Because the efficiency of our apparatus becomes very 
small and then vanishes as 0 approaches 9^^ the actual direct 
contributions to our spectra depend on the degree of anisotropy 
of the direct effect# It has been numerically calculated by 
evaluating

cos-1 (1/e )
1 { cos"* fcos (0 maxi\F (0,u,B) dQ for u = 0*15T  i H ï s V -7

that if the direct emission may be approximated by

^dir. ° ®p-(®p
and 180°-(e max) 6 8  ^  180°

cf V P / P
dir. (8p) = 0, max) 6  8^ —  160° -(8^ynax)

then the actual direct contribution falls to 8/ for 6^ max = 50*
and to 4/̂  for 0 max - 30^# Since there is some evidence thatP
direct protons are emittea in predominantly forward directions 
and that this tendency increases with increasing it is 
therefore expected that the contributions of the direct effect 
to our spectra will be small#

Two types of edge effects are possible and have been 
indicated in Fig# 1(b)# In both these cases the part of the 
track r^ in the scintillator is less than (R - r) and this 
results in a further distortion of the energy spectrum* A
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numerical calculation has been performed for a typical 

experimental case = 11*4 Mev#, R(E^) = 0.075 cm#(in 
Csl (T1)) =3 0.05 X (2B; and the magnitude of the effects 
obtained as 4̂ « in the scintillator edge and due to 
absorption in the bismuth collimator# The latter effect 
only occurs, of course, when the target protrudes beyond 
the edge of the collimator#
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APPEbuIX B

The Preparation of Thin Plastic Scintillators

Before Cs I(TI) became available plastic scintil

lators were v/idely used for charged particle detection#

Often it is required in the form of a very thin sheet, for 

background reduction, for a dE/dx measuring element in a 

proton telescope, or for a hydrogenous radiator in a neutron 

telescope# Since it was difficult to produce such items by 

machining and polishing from a large piece of plastic the 

author decided to attempt to obtain them by heating samples 

of material until it partially softened and then slowly 

pressing it until the thickness required was achieved*

Initially the sample of plastic scintillator was 
cut to the correct volume for the thin isc uesired# It 

was then carefully cleaned. The edges were rounded and the 

surfaces smoothed to avoid trapping air# Two alternative 

methods of pressing were used. In one of these the sample 

was placed between two pieces of plate glass and lead blocks 

piled on top piovidec sufficient pressure. In the other, 

brass blocks were used as flats and screws connecting them 

tightened to effect the pressing. Shims were used to control 

the final thickness. It became increasingly difficult to 

part the flats at the end of the process without damaging the 

thin disc as the thickness was reduced. Various substances 
were tried as release agents# Silicone oil was very unsatis

factory and although silicone grease was effective, the surface



of the plastic was usually not as clear as desired. Since

the softening temperature of i^olyethylene terephthalate 
(mylar or nelinex) is greater than 200^ C., films of this
material could be placed between the plastic scintillator and 

the flats. They showed no tendency to adhere to either and 
gave very smooth surfaces. The temperature and pressure 
required will, of course, depenCi on the type of plastic 

(usually polystyrene or polyvinyl toluene), on the time allowed 
for the process to occur and on the final thickness requirea. 

In practice a combination of fairly low temperature (about 

120^ - 140° C.) and high pressures (about 100 lb# per sq. in.) 
were found desirable* This was because at much higher tempera

tures small bubbles were produced (probably uue to the decompo
sition of some additive associated with the scintillation pro

cess) and if mylar was used high pressures were found to be 
necessary to prevent it from wrinkling* Some of the first 

samples although clear when initially produced^later developed 
crazing effects. Because of this the later ones were cooled 

very slowly to avoid internally stressing the plastic. Using 

t{)e above process the author -produced many different sizes of 
disc including some about 1-̂*' in diameter and less than 
0.005” thick, none of these showed any diminution of light 
output compared to machineu samples.
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